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(ABSTRACT)
This dissertation consists of three chapters on game

theory and

its application

to social

segregation and discrimination.
In the first chapter, we discuss two interpretations of the Nash equilibrium and connect
the remaining two chapters based on such interpretations.

The first chapter also provides the

motivations and the summary of Chapters 2 and 3.
In the second chapter, we consider an extension of an almost strictly competitive game in
n-person extensive games by incorporating Selten’s subgame perfection.

We call this extension a

subgame perfect weakly-almost (SPWA) strictly competitive game, in particular, a SPWA strictly
competitive

game

in strategic form

is simply

cailed a WA

strictly competitive

some general results on the structure of these classes of games.

verify almost

strict competitiveness

of a given extensive game.

game.

We

give

One result gives an easy way

We

show

weakly unilaterally competitive extensive game and a finitely repeated WA

to

that a two-person
strictly competitive

game are SPWA strictly competitive.
In the third chapter, we consider segregations, discriminatory behaviors, and prejudices in
a

recurrent

situation

of a game

called

the

festival

game

with

merrymakers.

We

show

that

segregation and discriminatory behaviors may occur in Nash equilibria in the sense that players of

one

ethnic

group

goto

one

festival, and, if any

member

of one ethnic group tries to go

toa

different festival, he will

be

treated

differently only for the reason of nominal

differences in

ethnicities between them.

One of our results states that if a player tries to enter a larger festival

from a smaller one, he would be discriminated against by some people in the larger festival, but
not necessarily if one goes from a larger one to a smaller one.
conventions

for

the

considerations

of

assumptions for each individual player.
are captured by the Nash equilibria.
and

the

cognitive

and

moral

views

the

entire

recurrent

We

situation

use the theory of stable
and

of

the

epistemic

We show that the central parts of the stable conventions

Associating our results with the theory of stable conventions
called

subjectivism

and

retributionism,

we

discuss

emergence of fallacious views of each player about the utility functions of all the players.
such view explains prejudicial attitudes as a rationalization of discriminatory behaviors.

the
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Introduction

1.1. Interpretations of Nash Equilibrium
The Nash equilibrium has played a central role as a solution concept in noncooperative
game

theory.

literature.

Two

prominent

interpretations

of the

Nash

equilibrium

have

been found

in the

These interpretations are related to the epistemic assumptions on the players.

One of the interpretations is called the one-shot play interpretation (Kaneko (1987, 1994))
or eductive interpretation (Binmore
game

just

once.

That

(1987,

is, the game

1988)).

is completely

In this interpretation, the players play the
one-shot.

complete knowledge about the basic structure of the game.

Each

player

is assumed

to have

The basic structure includes the rules

of the game, the set of players, the strategy spaces, and the payoff functions of all the players.
Each

player also knows

that all the other

players

know

the basic structure,

that all the other players know that all the other players know it, and so on.
structure of the game is common
assumption,

each

player

chooses

knowledge among the players.
his strategy

independently

each player

That is, the basic

Under this common
(i.e.,

without

coordinating with the other players) before the game is actually played.

knows

knowledge

communicating

or

The Nash equilibrium is

used as the solution for this decision-making situation’.
The

other

interpretation

evolutionary interpretation

is called

(Binmore(1987,

the static interpretation
1988)).

In the second

(Kaneko

(1987,

interpretation,

1994))

the game

or
has

been and will be played repeatedly.

It is assumed that the players here are naive in the sense that

they do not know the basic structure of the game.

For instance, the players may not know the

payoff functions, or the strategy spaces of the other players, and/or they may
set

of the

players.

The

game

has

been

played

many

responses of the other players by trial and error.
choose a strategy to maximize his payoff.

times

and

each

not even know the

player

has

learned

the

Based on such learning, each player tries to

The Nash equilibrium represents a stationary state in

this recurrent situation.
Though

the one-shot play interpretation suggests that the Nash equilibrium be used as a

solution in a one-shot game,
each player.

the multiplicity of Nash equilibria may

Each of the players selects his strategy independently.

multiple Nash equilibria, no player may reach a
equilibrium

strategy.

Nevertheless,

avoid this choice problem.

On

a recurrent

In

As a result, in the presence of

final conclusion in selecting independently a Nash

classes

of games

with

multiple

the choice problem

mentioned

Nash

equilibria

may

above does not arise in the static

the static interpretation, the Nash equilibrium represents a stationary state in

situation.

Therefore,

when

a certain

Nash

equilibrium

becomes

players play the same Nash equilibrium in each repetition of the game.
situation

for

Chapter 2 of this dissertation searches for such classes of games.

the other hand,

interpretation.

some

create a choice problem

of a game

with

multiple

Nash

equilibria,

the choice problem

a stationary

state,

Hence, in a recurrent
disappears

once a Nash

equilibrium is reached as a stationary state.

The

multiplicity

sociological contexts.

of the stationary

states in a recurrent situation can be explained in

Chapter 3 of this dissertation is concerned with such an issue, where we

lin the other variant of the one-shot interpretation, Nash equilibrium is a stable outcome resulting from

communication
Bernheim

et.al.

or coordination
(1987)).

without

Kaneko

(1994)

binding
discusses

agreement
the

between

operational

the players
distinction

coordinated decision-making in the one-shot interpretation of Nash equilibrium.

2

(Aumann

between

(1974,

independent

1987),
and

study segregation and discriminatory
identify

the

stationary

state

as

behavior in a recurrent situation.

a stable

convention

existence of the various stable conventions

in

a recurrent

In the same chapter,
situation.

We

show

we
the

in this context and interpret these stable conventions

as social norms or conventions that we observe in the present societies.

This
motivations

dissertation
and

consists

overviews

solvability of one-shot

of

three

of Chapters

games

chapters

2 and

and provide

and

3.

the

present

chapter

In Section

1.2 we

discuss

the outlines of Chapter

2.

Section

provides
the

1.3

the

notion

of

discusses the

notion of stable conventions and gives the outlines of Chapter 3.

1.2.

Solvability and Solvable Games
Generally speaking, a one-shot game is considered solvable if each player comes to a

decision

of choosing

equilibrium,

a game

game,

player

each

payoff.

a strategy.

with a unique
chooses

However,

When
Nash

his unique

for games

with

we follow

the one-shot

equilibrium

Nash

Nash

receives

equilibria,

his unique

players

problem of selecting a Nash ‘strategy from the set of Nash strategies.
a

vector

of

equilibrium.

Nash
In

strategies,

this case,

one

for

each

player,

independent-decision

interpretation

is solvable in the above

strategy? and

multiple

play

does

making

not

creates

may

final

of the Nash

sense.
Nash

In such a
equilibrium

encounter

a choice

Such a problem arises when

necessarily

constitute

a difficulty

for each

a

Nash

player

choose a Nash equilibrium for which every other player comes to the same final conclusion.

to

This

led Nash (1951) to provide the following notion of solvability.
Nash

(1951)

calls

interchangeability property.

24 strategy
game.

a

game

solvable

if

the

set

of

Nash

equilibria

satisfies

the

That is, any combination of Nash strategies, one for each player,

of a player is called a Nash

strategy if it is his strategy at a Nash equilibrium of the

necessarily yields a Nash equilibrium.

The choice problem mentioned in the previous paragraph

does not arise in the case of solvable games.
In Nash’s sense, a two-person zero sum game and, more generally, a two-person strictly
competitive game is a solvable game.

Moreover, the Nash equilibrium payoffs for these types of

games are unique (see, for example, Friedman (1983)).
two

classes of games,

called

unilaterally

competitive

Recently, Kats and Thisse (1992) studied
and

weakly

An n-person unilaterally competitive and a two-person weakly
also solvable in Nash’s

sense.

Moreover,

the Nash

unilaterally

competitive

games.

unilaterally competitive games are

equilibrium

payoff vector is also unique for

each of these games.
There
choosing

are

other

a strategy

classes

of games

independently,

even

possess the interchangeability property.
players,
from

called

the

this class

in

which

though

strictly

competitive

is always

unique.

Moreover,

may

the set of Nash

Aumann

almost

players

come

to

equilibria

a final
does

not

decision

in

necessarily

(1961) considers one such class of games for two

games.
each

The
of the

Nash

equilibrium

players

has

payoff of a game

a good

strategy?

guarantees him to get his unique Nash equilibrium payoff regardless of what

which

the other player

plays, and, a pair of good strategies yields the unique Nash equilibrium payoff.

Hence, for the

players in this class of games, choosing a good strategy can be a final decision.
All of the concepts

mentioned

above

are defined primarily

for strategic form

games.

Recent literature on game theory shows the importance of studying the extensive form games.
Hence

it would

solvable.
and

important

to

find

out

the

classes

of games

in extensive

form

which

are

In Chapter 2, we present two classes of n-person extensive games, weakly-almost (WA)

subgame

notion

be

perfect

of almost

weakly-almost

(SPWA)

strict competitiveness

strictly

competitive

into extensive games.

We

games

by

the

incorporate Selten’s (1975)

For each player, the set of good strategies is a subset of the set of Nash strategies.
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incorporating

subgame

perfect equilibrium

competitive

game

in defining SPWA

in strategic form

strictly competitive games.

is simply

called a WA

strictly

A SPWA

competitive

strictly

game.

The

centipede game given by Rosenthal (1981) and the finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma game are
| examples

for SPWA

strictly competitive game.

Both classes of games,

WA

and

SPWA

strictly

-competitive, have similar properties to that of almost strictly competitive games.

In Chapter 2, we also provide some general results on the structures of these classes of
games.

One of the results gives an easy way to verify whether a game is WA

Another

states that the set of Nash equilibria, with respect to realization probabilities, coincides

with that of subgame perfect equilibria in an SPWA
also show

that a finite repetition

of a WA

unilaterally competitive game are SPWA

1.3.

strictly competitive.

strictly competitive game.

strictly competitive

game

and

In Chapter2, we

a two-person

weakly

strictly competitive.

Stable Conventions in a Recurrent Situation

The
provide

theory

a solution

of stable conventions

was

concept

explicitly

interpretation of the Nash

that

describes

equilibrium.

proposed

In Kaneko

by

Kaneko

the underlying

(1987)

in an attempt

assumptions

to

in the static

(1987), a stable convention in a recurrent

situation consists of a stationary state and a response function for each player which is defined on
the set of possible states.

The

definition of a stable convention

describes

the players’

behavior

patterns which conform to the basic assumptions in the static interpretation‘.

game

We

may

4The

basic formulation

framework,

“standard

have

multiple

of the theory

of von Neumann

of behavior”.

stable

Kaneko

conventions

of stable conventions

and Morgensterns’
(1988)

in a recurrent

shows

the

situation.

is a reinterpretation,

in the noncooperative

(1947) concept of stable sets and their
relationship

between

the

In sociological

stationary

interpretation of
state

in

a stable

convention and the von Neumann-Morgenstern stable set, in the context of a reucrrent situation of a bargaining
game where players bargain on the imputations of a given cooperative game in characteristic function form.

5

contexts, stable conventions can be viewed as social norms, the diversity of which conforms to the
multiplicity

of

stable

segregation

and

conventions.

discriminatory

Chapter

behavior

in

3

deals

the

with

recurrent

such

situation

an

issue,

of the

where
festival

we

study

game

with

merrymakers.
In a festival
groups.

Each

there are n festival

places

and

strategy sets, but

the

The festival game

they can be nominally

is played every Sunday.

either to go to a festival place, or to stay at home.
the ethnicities of the participants of that festival.
behave in a friendly or hostile manner.
festival,

and

player can observe the ethnicity of other players.

payoff functions
observation.

game,

his payoff is given

On

player

set consists

of n ethnic

Here all the players have same

different only as an object of

every Sunday,

each player chooses

If he chooses to go to a festival, he observes
Based

on his observation,

he then chooses to

If he stays at home, his payoff is zero, and if he goes to a

as the mood

of the festival.

The

mood

depends

on

the numerical

difference between the number of friendly and hostile participants in that festival.
In Chapter

3 we discuss two main

above mentioned festival game.

as social norms or conventions.

issues in the context of the recurrent situation of the

First, we explain various segregation patterns that may

appear

Second, we explain how each player may develop fallacious view

of the other players’ utility functions and how each player may develop prejudice to rationalize
his discriminatory behavior.

To discuss the first issue, we first study the festival game of one Sunday and obtain the
Nash equilibria of the game.

We show that segregation occurs in the Nash equilibria in the sense

that all the players of one ethnic group go to the same festival and behave in a friendly manner,
or

they

all

stay

at

home.

Such

a segregation

in

a

Nash

equilibrium

is supported

by

the

discriminatory behavior in the sense that if a player tries to go to a larger festival rather than his

own smaller festival, he faces hostile behavior from some of the participants of the larger festival.

We

characterize

among

the minimum

number

the different ethnic groups.

of discriminators

needed

to make

segregation

possible

We interpret our result by saying that segregation is more

likely to occur between ethnic groups of similar population sizes than between groups of different
population sizes.

We

apply the theory of stable convention for the consideration of the entire recurrent

situation and
assumed

of the epistemic

assumptions

for each player.

In the recurrent

that each player is ignorant of the structure of the game.

of the other players, each player plays by trial and error.

situation,

it is

In order to learn the reactions

That is, each player deviates from his

stationary state action to another action and plays it until all of the other players’ reactions to
his

deviation

become

stationary.

It

is assumed

that

each

player

is interested

only

in

the

stationary states and hence he compares his payoff for all stationary states that are generated by

his deviation.

The response functions and the stationary state in a stable convention have the

property that, each player’s behavior pattern is stable against all of his strategic deviations.
In Chapter 3, we show that the central parts of stable conventions can be associated with
the Nash

every

equilibria of the festival game

Nash

equilibrium

(including

of one Sunday.

the

stationary state of a stable convention.

segregating

That

Nash

is, under some

equilibria)

can

mild assumptions,

be

sustained

as

a

Hence, segregation can emerge as a social norm in the

recurrent situation of the festival game.
In the same
functions and
stable

chapter,

we also discuss

the issue of the emergence

prejudices in the recurrent situation.

conventions,

two

doctrines

players’ experience after a trial.

for individual

We

thinking,

use for our analysis,
subjectivtism

and

of fallacious

utility

the results on the
retributionism,

and

In the recurrent situation, players’ experiences of bad mood of a

festival can be divided into two catagories.

The first catagory is when a player goes to a festival

(different from the festival in a stable convention) for a trial, and observes a bad mood in that

festival.

The second catagory is when a new player comes to his festival for a trial and a bad

mood is created in his festival.
In Chapter

3, we show

how a

player’s experience

of the first catagory

influence him

to

develop a fallacious view that other players may have different utility function even though they

are actually identical with respect to their preferences.

Such an

emergence of fallacious view is

possible because no player knows completely the structure of the game.

In the same chapter, we

also show how a player’s experience in the second category influence him to develop prejudice
about the newcomer as the only cause of bad mood of the festival.
rationalization of discriminatory behavior.

Here we show prejudice as a

Chapter Il
Almost Strict Competitiveness in Extensive Games

2.1.

Introduction

Aumann (1961) defined a class of two-person noncooperative games called almost strictly
competitive,

several

which

is a generalization

nice properties:

of a strictly competitive game.

the uniqueness

of Nash

equilibrium

A game

payoff vector,

in this class has

the existence

of a

“good” strategy ( the definition of a good strategy will be given in Section 2.2. ) for each player
and the interchangeability of good strategies.

Furthermore,

he considered a certain structural

characteristic of almost strictly competitive games in extensive form.
competitiveness

is not yet fully explored for extensive games.

exploration, specifically,
concept

of subgame

strict competitiveness.

This chapter carries out such an

we define a class of extensive games

perfection

into almost

Nevertheless, almost strict

by incorporating Selten’s (1975)

strict competitiveness,

retaining

the spirit of almost

We argue that a two-person extensive game in this class has some special

properties in addition to the nice properties of an almost strictly competitive game.
The definition of an almost strictly competitive game requires comparisons between Nash
equilibria

and

twisted

equilibria.

A

twisted

equilibrium,

introduced

by

Aumann

(1961),

is a

strategy pair at which neither player can decrease the other player’s payoff by a unilateral change
in his strategy.
of a strategy

An almost strictly competitive (two-person) game is defined by (i) the existence
pair which

is both

a Nash

equilibrium

and

a twisted

equilibrium

and

(ii) the

equivalence of the Nash equilibrium payoff set and the twisted equilibrium payoff set.
The

direct application

difficulties, as were met

of almost

strict competitiveness

in the application

of the Nash

to extensive games

equilibrium

to extensive

creates some

games.

In the

game theory literature, it has been argued in the context of general extensive form games that the
Nash

equilibrium

may

result in an unreasonable

outcome.

concepts of the Nash equilibrium have been proposed.

For

this reason,

several

For the consideration

refinement

of almost strict

competitiveness for extensive form games, we also need to substitute some refinement concepts for
the Nash equilibrium.

In this chapter, we incorporate the subgame perfection and trembling-hand

perfection concepts of Selten (1975) into almost strict competitiveness.
Besides

incorporating

competitiveness.

The

second

refinement

concepts,

requirement

we

for almost

use

a

weaker

notion

strict competitiveness

of

is weakened

the Nash equilibrium payoff set is included in the twisted equilibrium payoff set.
preserves

the nice properties of an almost

strictly competitive

allows this class to include some new interesting examples.

game

almost

strict
in that

This extension

for two-person

case,

but it

We call this new class of games as

weakly-almost (WA) strictly competitive games.
In this chapter, we also consider WA
this purpose,

we

Gerard-Varet

(1980), to the n-person case.

almost

(SPWA)

precisely,

use a generalization

strictly

in the definition

equilibrium

are

equilibrium,

respectively.

subgame.

replaced

Rosenthal’s

competitive
of almost
by
The

(1981)

the

strict competitiveness for the n-person case.

of twisted

equilibrium,

by

d’Aspremont

and

In Section 2.2 we define a subgame perfect weakly-

game,

using

Selten’s

(1975)

strict competitiveness,

subgame

perfect

game

and a

subgame

Nash
and

perfection.

equilibrium
subgame

More

and

twisted

perfect

twisted

is required additionally for every

finite repetition

game are examples of SPWA strictly competitive games.
10

the

equilibrium

corresponding second condition
centipede

proposed

For

of the prisoner’s dilemma

We show
is equivalent
SPWA

in Section 2.3 that the above definition of an SPWA

to that

every

subgame

is WA

strictly competitive game is WA

strictly

competitive.

strictly competitive.

and the finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma game are also WA

a subgame
SPWA

perfect

It is a corollary

that

every

This result provides an easy way to

verify the WA strict competitiveness of a given extensive game.

For an SPWA

strictly competitive game

For example, the centipede game
strictly competitive.

strictly competitive game, it holds that for any Nash equilibrium, there is

equilibrium

strictly competitive

with

game,

the same

subgame

realization

perfection

outcomes.

does

This

not eliminate

implies

any

Nash

that

for an

equilibrium

outcomes.

In Section

SPWA

2.4,

we show

strictly competitive.

that

a finite repetition

of a WA

This is a generalization of the SPWA

finite repetition of the prisoner’s dilemma.

strictly

competitive

game

is

strict competitiveness of a

Finally we show that a two-person weakly unilaterally

competitive (extensive) game, introduced by Kats and Thisse (1992) in the case of a strategic
form

game,

is an SPWA

strictly competitive game.

strictly competitive extensive game is also SPWA

In the definition of a SPWA

A consequence

of this result is that every

strictly competitive.

strictly competitive game, if we substitute Selten’s (1975)

trembling-hand perfection for subgame perfection, then some of the above results do not hold, for
example, the newly defined class is not a subset of that of WA
converse also does not hold.

Nevertheless, the new class of games preserves all the nice properties

of an almost strictly competitive game for two-person case.

2.2.

strictly competitive games and the

These are discussed in Section 2.5.

Subgame Perfect Weakly Almost Strictly Competitive Games
Consider

a finite n-person

extensive game

game tree consisting of nodes and edges.

[T =(K,

P, U, C, p, h).

Here

K denotes

the

The game tree K has a distinguished node, called the
il

root of K.
‘node x.

A path to a node x is the sequence of nodes and edges that connects the root to the

For any two nodes x and y, we say x comes after y if x is different from y and the path

to x contains the path to y.
The player partition P partitions the set of all non-terminal nodes of K into the player sets

{Po,P,,°--,P,,}.
player”.
element

We

The

The (personal) player set is denoted by N = {1,...n}, and 0 is the “random
information

partition

U; of

player

i is a partition

u € U; is called an information set of player i€ N, and

of P; for i =

0,1,---n.

Each

Ug consists of one-element

sets.

assume that any path from the root to a terminal node intersects each information set at

most once.

The choice paritition C partitions the set of edges by assigning to every u € U; (i € N)

the set C,, of choices (edges) available to player i at u.
completely

mixed

probability

distribution

p,

over

C,

The probability assignment p assigns a
to every

u€ Up.

The

payoff function h

assigns a payoff vector h(z) = (h,(z),---,h,,(z)) to every terminal node z, where h,(z) is player i’s
payoff at z.

We also consider the subgames of an extensive game [.
[ is denoted by I’ = (K’, P’, U’, C’, p’, h’).

A subgame of an extensive game

Here K’ is a regular subtree consists of a node x of K,

each node of K that comes after x and all edges of K that connect all nodes of K’ with the
property that if a node x of an information set u is in K’, then all nodes y of the information set
u are also in K’.

The other components of I

are defined as follows: P’, U’, C’, p’, h’ are the

restrictions of the partitions (P, U, and C), and the functions (p and h) to K’.

For more details

about extensive games, we refer the reader to Selten (1975).
A behavior strategy b; of player i assigns a probability distribution b;,, over the choice set
C,, to each u€U;.
Denote,

by

p(x;5),

Let B; be the set of behavior strategies of player i and let BL; =
the realization probability of reaching

node

x when

b =

[| B i

j#t

(6,,::-,b,,) is played.

p(x;b) = []5;,,(c), where 5;,(c) is the probability assigned by 6 on the choice c of player i at his
12

information node u and the product is taken over the choices on the path from the origin to node
x.

The expected payoffs (H,(b),---,H,,(b)) are given by H;(b) = 5° p(z;b)h,(z) for i€ N, where the
Z

sum is taken over all terminal nodes z. We also use the notation H,(6,,b_;) for H;(b).
A behavior strategy combination
i€ N, H,(6") > H,(6;,6";) for all b; € B;.

b"=

A combination

i€ N, H,(b") < H,(b;,6_,) for all b_; € B_;.
minimize the payoff of player i.

(6j,---,57) is called a Nash

equilibrium iff for all

6” is called a twisted equilibrium iff for all

In a twisted equilibrium 6”, all players j but i, jointly

This definition of a twisted equilibrium is given by d’Aspremont

and Gerard-Varete (1980), which coincides with Aumann’s (1961) original definition of a twisted
equilibrium in the two-person case.

We

weaken

Aumann’s

(1961) original definition of almost strict competitiveness in the

following way: an n-person extensive game

I is said to be weakly-almost (WA)

strictly competitive

iff
some 6” =

(bj,---,b7) is both a Nash equilibrium and a twisted equilibrium;

(2.2.19)

the Nash equilibrium payoff set is included in the twisted equilibrium payoff set. | (2.2.2°)
Aumann’s (1961) definition for two players consists of (2.2.1°) and the equivalence of the two sets
in (2.2.2°).

Every almost strictly competitive game is WA

is not necessarily

true.

The

WA strictly competitive game.
a twisted equilibrium.

5,

B

4,6

in example

2.2.1 is not almost strictly competitive,

but it is

Indeed, this game has one Nash equilibrium (A,A), which is also

In fact, this game has two more twisted equilibria; one is (B,B) and the

A
A

game

strictly competitive, but the converse

B
5

6,4

Example 2.2.1

1,1
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other is ((3/4,1/4),(3/4,1/4)).

Hence it satisfies (2.2.1°) and (2.2.2°), but is not almost strictly

competitive in Aumann’s sense.
basic theorems hold for a WA

As will be seen, however, the main parts of Aumann’s

strictly competitive game.

We define another class of games by incorporating subgame
of WA

strict competitiveness.

equilibrium

to

equilibrium

every

to every

perfection into the definition

A subgame perfect equilibrium is defined so that it induces a Nash

subgame.
subgame.

(1961)

A
An

subgame

n-person

perfect

twisted

extensive game

equilibrium

I is said

induces

a_

to be a subgame

twisted
perfect

weakly-almost (SPWA) strictly competitive iff
some b"= (bj,---,b") is both a subgame perfect equilibrium and a subgame perfect
twisted equilibrium ;

(2.2.1)

for every subgame I” of , the subgame perfect equilibrium payoff set in I’ is included

in the subgame perfect twisted equilibrium payoff set in I’.

(2.2.2)

Condition (2.2.1) is a direct modification of (2.2.1°), but (2.2.2) requires the inclusion relationship
for every subgame.

is also SPWA

strictly competitive.

examples of SPWA
An

This implies that if [ is SPWA

SPWA

WA

strictly competitive games in strategic form are obvious

strictly competitive games.
strictly competitive

strictly competitive, then every subgame of I

game

We will give some less obvious examples later.
with

almost strictly competitive games, which Aumann

two players preserves
(1961) obtained.

We

the main

properties of

state those properties in

the following theorem, which can be proved in an analogous manner to Aumann (1961).
Theorem

2.1.

Let

[ be an n-person

SPWA

strictly competitive

game.

Then

the following

statements hold.

A): T has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium payoff vector (v,,---,v,,).
equilibrium payoffs v,,---,v,, are called the va/ues of the game.
14

These subgame perfect

B): For n > 3, each player has a behavior strategy 6; which guarantees player i to obtain at least

his own value v,.

For n=2, each i has 6; which guarantees at least v; for player i and also at

most v j for player j. Such a strategy 6; is called a good strategy of player i.
C): For n= 2, (b,,by)

is both a subgame

perfect equilibrium and a subgame

perfect twisted

equilibrium if and only if b; is a good strategy for i = 1,2.

Note that Theorem

2.1 holds for a WA

strictly competitive game with the substitution of the

Nash and twisted equilibrium for the subgame perfect Nash and twisted equilibrium, respectively.

In Aumann’s
the two

(1961) original definition of almost strict competitiveness for two players,

sets in (2.2.2°)

coincide.

In this case,

the values v,,v. also become

the unique

twisted

equilibrium payoff vector, and a good strategy also guarantees the opponent player to obtain at
most his value.

These are not claimed in Theorem 2.1.

To illustrate our definition and the above theorem, consider the following examples.

Example 2.2.2 (n-person Prisoners’ Dilemma): Consider an n-person strategic form game where
each

player

“cooperative”.

has

the

pure

strategy

space

{A,C},

where

A

and

C

stand

for

“aggressive”

and

The payoff function h; of each player i is defined as follows: for any pure strategy

combination (7,,...,4,,)

with k number of players playing C,

h,(7,,..5%,)

= k—-1
= k+1

if#;=C
if7,=A.

This game has the unique Nash equilibrium (A,---,A), which is also a unique twisted equilibrium.
Thus it is almost strictly competitive,

a fortiori, WA

strictly competitive.

Since the game

is in

strategic form, it is also SPWA strictly competitive.

Example 2.2.3 (Centipede Game: Rosenthal (1981)):
2.2.1.

For every subgame

Consider the extensive game I in Figure

I” of IT, the only subgame perfect equilibrium is to play s for each
15

player at each of his decision nodes.

I’.

This is also the only subgame perfect twisted equilibrium in

Thus the centipede game satisfies (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), i.e., is an SPWA strictly competitive

0

—1

2

1

4

2

5

4

Figure 2.2.1 (Centipede Game)
game.
every

The value vector of the centipede game is (0,0).
Nash

equilibrium

yields the payoff vector

property holds generally for an SPWA

2.3.

This game has many Nash equilibria, but

(0,0).

In the next section we will see that this

strictly competitive game.

Properties of SPWA Strictly Competitive Games.
The

definitions

concepts

of WA

of twisted

and

SPWA

and

subgame

strictly

perfect

competitive

twisted

games.

equilibria

Our

equilibrium and subgame perfect equilibrium in these definitions.
that in an SPWA

main

are

auxiliary

concern

for

is the

the

Nash

The following theorem states

strictly competitive game, the outcomes of subgame perfect equilibria are the

same as those of Nash equilibria, which will be proved at the end of this section.
Theorem

2.2. In an SPWA

strictly competitive game, for any Nash equilibrium

6”, there is a

subgame perfect equilibrium 6 such that p(x;b) = p(x;6") for all nodes x.
This
equilibria
equilibria.

equilibrium

result

implies

is equivalent

to,

that

for an

SPWA

with

respect

to

realization

Hence the unique value of an SPWA

payoff vector.

The

centipede

strictly

competitive
probabilities,

game,
that

the

set

of subgame

of Nash
perfect

strictly competitive game gives the unique Nash

game
16

illustrates this property,

as was discussed

in

Section 2.2.

The

following

theorem

gives

a necessary

and

sufficient

condition

for

SPWA

strict

competitiveness, which will be proved in the end of this section.

Theorem 2.3.
I is WA

An extensive game

strictly competitive if and only if every subgame of

strictly competitive.

It follows
competitive.

The

from

finitely repeated

game

twisted equilibria.

and

Theorem

2.3

that

verification of SPWA

strict competitiveness.

Nash

I is SPWA

This

an

SPWA

competitive

strict competitiveness

is true especially

for a large

of the prisoner’s dilemma

Theorem

strictly

is much

extensive

of Example

2.2.2,

game

easier

game.

is WA

than
For

strictly

that of WA

example,

there are a lot of Nash

in a
and

2.3, however, implies that it suffices to consider the subgame perfect

twisted equilibria; both are uniquely determined

by the backward

induction.

This

implies that the finitely repeated game of the prisoner’s dilemma is also WA strictly competitive.
In the next section we show that this fact is generally true for any WA
The following
Example 2.3.1:

game is WA

strictly competitive but not SPWA

Consider the game in Figure 2.3.1.

strictly competitive game.
strictly competitive.

Here player 1 moves at x, and player 2

3

4

1

2

0

-1

1

1

Figure 2.3.1
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moves at x, and x3.

The Nash equilibria in this

game are described as (L,(L,p)), ie.,

player 1

chooses L at x,, and player 2 chooses L at x, and L with an arbitrary probability p at x3.

are also the only twisted equilibria in the game.
a WA

strictly competitive game.

These

Hence it satisfies (2.2.1°) and (2.2.2°), i.e., it is

In the proper subgame starting at x3, however,

the set of Nash

equilibrium payoffs is the convex hull of {(2,1),(1,1)} but the set of twisted equilibrium payoffs is
{(1,1)}.

Thus

competitive.
competitive;

the above game
From

Theorem

2.3,

the proper subgame

of our definition of SPWA

does not satisfy condition
we

can also see why

is not WA

(2.2.2); i-e., is not SPWA

the above

strictly competitive.

game

is not

SPWA

concepts,

strictly

The reason for the adaptation

strict competitiveness instead of the condition of Theorem

our definition can be applicable to other refinement

strictly

which

2.3 is that

will be discussed in Section

2.9, but the condition of Theorem 2.3 is specific to subgame perfection.
To prove Theorems

2.2 and 2.3, we need the concept of a minimal subgame of T and also

that of a maximal proper subgame of T.

A subgame I” of I is said to be minimal iff it does not

contain any proper subgame, and I” is said to be maximal in [ iff there is no proper subgame of [
which contains I
game
subgame

I',(b)

and is different from I’.

to be the extensive

game

For a given combination b, we define the difference

obtained

I” of [ by the payoff vector determined

from

[ by

replacing

every

maximal

proper

by the restriction of b to I’.

First we state the following lemmas, which can be proved in the standard way.
Lemma 2.3.1.

b = (b,,--:,b,,) is a subgame perfect Nash (twisted) equilibrium of [ if and only if

i) b induces a Nash (twisted) equilibrium on any minimal subgame I” of I;
ii) for any subgame I” of I, b induces a Nash (twisted) equilibrium to the difference game I))(b).
Lemma 2.3.2.
starting

Let b” be a Nash equilibrium of an extensive game I, and I’ be a subgame of [

at node

x.

If p(x;b")>0,

the restriction

equilibrium of I’.
18

of b” to the subgame

I’ is also a Nash

Proof of Theorem

2.2.

Let

6" be a Nash

equilibrium

of [.

We

construct

a subgame

perfect

equilibrium 6 = (6,,---,b,) in T with p(x;6) = p(x;b") for every x, by induction on the game tree
from

leaves.

competitive.

Since [ is SPWA

strictly competitive,

Hence every subgame

every subgame

of [ has a unique subgame

of [ is also SPWA

strictly

perfect equilibrium payoff vector

by Theorem 1.A. which will be used in the following.
Let G be a minimal subgame of I.

Define local strategies 6;,, for any information set u of

player i in G by

b.su =
=

6:tt

if p(y;b") > 0, where y is the root of the subgame G =e (2.3.1)

q;,

otherwise,

where q = (qj,---,9,,) is an arbitrary Nash equilibrium for G.
Consider

any

subgame

I’ of TI.

Make

the induction

hypothesis

that

for any

maximal

proper subgame I” of I’, the local strategies b;,, are already defined for information sets u in [”

for i = 1,....n.

We denote, by

I“, , the game obtained from I” by replacing every maximal

proper subgame I” of I’ by the unique subgame perfect equilibrium payoff vector.
strategies 6; for any information

where

b;,au =

53,

=

4q;,

sets u of player i

in Tg by

if p(y;b") > 0, where y is the root of game I,

(2.3.2)

otherwise,

q = (qj,°--,4,,) is any Nash equilibrium for [y.

By the induction hypothesis,

local strategies b;,, for any information sets of any maximal proper subgame I” of I’.
local

strategies

b;,

defined

Define local

by

(2.3.2)

to

those

combination b(T’) for the subgame I”.
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for

I’,

we

obtain

the

we have the

Adding the

behavior

strategy

Now

we prove

that

b = (b,,---,b,) defined

by the above

induction

is a subgame

perfect

To see that b is a subgame perfect equilibrium, first consider a minimal subgame

G of I.

equilibrium for [ and p(x;b) = p(x;b") for every node x.

If p(y;b*) = 0 for the root y of G, then b induces a Nash equilibrium q on G by (2.3.1).
p(y;b") > 0.

Suppose

Then 6 and b” induce the same combinations b(G) = b"(G) on G by (2.3.1).

Since

p(y;6") > 0 and b” is a Nash equilibrium of I, 6*(G) is also a Nash equilibrium of G by Lemma
2.3.2.
Next

induces

consider an arbitrary subgame

a subgame

Consider Ij.
(2.3.2).

perfect

equilibrium

6(I’)

on

We

every

make

the induction

maximal

proper

hypothesis

subgame

I”

that b

of I”.

If p(y;b") = 0 for the root y of Ij, then b induces a Nash equilibrium g on I), by

If p(y;b") > 0 for the root y of I), then 6 and 6” induce the same strategy combination

b(T,) = 6*(T,) on Py by (2.3.2).
of I’

I’ of [T.

by

Lemma

equilibrium

of I.

2.3.2.

By

Hence

Since 6” is a Nash equilibrium of I’, 6*(I'’) is a Nash equilibrium
the

construction

it follows

from

of

M%

Lemma

and

by

2.3.1

Lemma

that

2.3.1,

b(I’)

6*([%)

is a Nash

is a subgame

perfect

equilibrium for I’.
Now we show p(x;b) = p(x;6") for all x.

First, consider any x with p(x;b") >0.

each b* (c) in p(x;b") is positive, we have b, {c) = b7,(c) by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2).

Since

This implies that

p(x;6) = p(x;b").
Next, consider any x with

p(x;b")=0.

choice c on the path from the origin to x.
that the choice cg is at node y.
implies p(y;b) = p{y;b").

Then

This implies that

b7,(c)=0

for at least one

Let cg be the first one among such choices.

p(y;b") >0

Suppose

and the conclusion of the above paragraph

Let I’ be the minimal one among

the subgames

containing node y.

Since y is not contained in any proper subgame of I’, b; (co) = b7,,(¢9) by (2.3.2) and p(y;b") > 0.
This

implies

that

p(y’;b) = p(y3b) xb;,,(cg) = p(y’sb") x bi,,(cg) = 0,
20

where

y’

is

the

node

connected to y by choice cy.

Thus p(x;b)=0.

For the proof of Theorem

Recall that when T is WA

O

2.3, we extend a result given by Aumann

(1961,Theorem

D).

strictly competitive, it has a unique Nash equilibrium payoff vector

which we call the va/ue vector of [.

Lemma 2.3.3.
l,,-°+,T,,

m

Let I',,---,P',, be maximal proper subgames of an extensive game ['.

are WA

strictly competitive

games.

We

denote,

by [, , the extensive game

obtained from [ by substituting the value vector of I, for each subgame [,.
strictly competitive iff [ itself is WA

Proof:

Suppose that
which is

Then Ty is WA

strictly competitive.

See Appendix to Chapter 2.

Proof of Theorem

2.3. (Only If): It suffices to prove that every SPWA

is WA

strictly competitive,

SPWA

strictly competitive.

subgames

from

since every subgame

We

prove

of an SPWA

this by induction

minimal

ones

to the entire

observe

that

every

game

[.

strictly competitive game

strictly competitive

game

on the nesting structure

Suppose

that

[ is an

is also

of proper

SPWA

strictly

competitive game.
First

we

minimal

subgame

is WA

strictly

competitive.

Indeed,

restricting condition (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) to a minimal subgame, these become the requirements for
a WA strictly competitive game.
Consider
maximal

an arbitrary

proper subgame

subgame

I), of I’ is WA

I’ of [.

We

make

the induction

strictly competitive.

We

show

hypothesis

that I, is WA

competitive, where IY is defined by the replacements of the maximal subgames Th.
their value vectors

unique value vector).

(since [, is WA

strictly competitive

by the induction

that every
strictly

oly, of I’ by

hypothesis,

Tj, has a

Then it follows from Lemma 2.3.3 that I’ itself is WA strictly competitive.

Thus, by induction, the entire game [ is WA

strictly competitive.
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Now we show (2.2.19) for I).
is both subgame

perfect

Nash

Since T},...,I'}, m are WA
Ty(6) =

Ty.

Lemma

Next
vector

twisted equilibrium.

Consider

the difference game
perfect equilibrium,

Iyj(b).
we have

2.3.1 implies that 5(I)) is both Nash and twisted equilibrium in Ty.

we prove (2.2.2°) for I.

in I; is unique.
the

For this, we prove that the Nash

If this is done,

gives

equilibrium

payoff vector.

Ty, is SPWA

strictly competitive, there is a 6 which

strictly competitive and b is a subgame

paragraph,

every

and

Since I’ is SPWA

same

unique
Let

the twisted equilibrium

payoff

vector.

b¥(k = 1,...,m)

strictly competitive,

Return

be a subgame

to

equilibrium payoff

in Ij, given
the

by the above

uniqueness

of

perfect equilibrium

bf gives the unique subgame

the

of Ty.

Nash
Since

perfect equilibrium payoff

vector.

Then, for any Nash equilibrium b¢ of Mp (b7,b1,...,b™) is a subgame perfect equilibrium

for [’.

Since I’ is SPWA

strictly competitive, it has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium payoff

vector, which is supported by (b7,b1,...,b™).

This unique payoff vector is only obtained by the

Nash equilibrium 6? in I.
(If): Suppose that every subgame of [ is WA

strictly competitive.

We show that T is SPWA

strictly competitive by induction on the game tree.
The

competitive.

minimal

subgames

are

all

WA

Consider an arbitrary subgame

strictly

I’ of [T.

competitive

vector).

strictly competitive,

Ij, has a unique

competitive.

Since I’ is WA
A common

strictly competitive,

Nash

equilibrium

subgames

twisted equilibrium for the entire game I’.

by Lemma

Since every

payoff vector

2.3.3, [4 itself is also WA
subgame

Ty, of I’ constitute a subgame

Hence (2.2.1) is satisfied for I’.
22

strictly

(value

(k = 1,...,m) of I’ by their

Nash and twisted equilibrium of I, and common

and twisted equilibria of the maximal

SPWA

strictly competitive.

Define Ij, by the replacements of the maximal subgames Ti

value vectors.

hence

We make the induction hypothesis that

every maximal proper subgame I, (k = 1,...,m) of I’ is SPWA
; is also WA

and

strictly

perfect Nash

perfect Nash and

Next

we

show

(2.2.2)

for I’.

Since

(2.2.2) is satisfied for every proper subgame
the inclusion relationship for I’ itself.

perfect equilibrium payoff vector.
previous paragraph

the inclusion

relationship

of I’ by the induction hypothesis,

Then

the subgame

Return

strictly competitive, this fact together with Lemma

to the uniqueness.

Since I, is WA

Since every Ty, is SPWA

2.3.1 implies that [’ has a unique subgame

O

Some Classes of SPWA Strictly Competitive Games.
In this section, we consider two subclasses of SPWA

one is the class of finitely repeated

games,

competitive.

the

The

second

one

is

games, introduced by Kats and Thisse (1992)

2.4.1

we need to prove

perfect twisted equilibrium given in the

strictly competitive, I’, has the unique Nash equilibrium payoff vector.

2.4.

in

For this, it suffices to show that I’ has a unique subgame

will sustain that payoff vector.

perfect equilibrium payoff vector.

of the payoff vectors

the component

class

of

weakly

strictly competive games.
games

of which

unilaterally

The first

are WA

competitive

strictly
extensive

in the case of strategic form games.

Finitely Repeated WA Strictly Competitive Games
Let G = (N,{A,},{7,})

be an n-person game in strategic form, where A, denotes the finite

pure strategy space of player i and 7,: A + R denotes the payoff function of player i €

A = A,x---xA,.

Let T be some positive integer.

which we denote by [(G,T).

We consider the T-fold repeated game of G,

We regard [(G,T) as an extensive form game.

structure is that after each period, each player observes the outcome

previous period.

N, where

The information

a = (a,,--:,4,,)

€

A in the

A history 6[t] at stage t (t = 2,...,T) consists of outcomes in the stages up to t-1,

i.e., it is an element of the (t-1) product A*?! of A.

In this game ['(G,T), a behavior strategy of a

player i is a function b; which assigns a probability distribution over A; to period

to each history 6[t]

€

A‘! in period t (t = 2,...,T).
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1 and also one

The game after period t forms a subgame

for each t =

1,...,T, which is denoted

by [(G,T-t).

The restriction of a behavior strategy

5; to

the subgame I['(G,T-t) with history 6[t] is denoted by 6,(6[t]).
When

(a),...,a7)

E

A? is a realization path of the game ['(G,T), player i’s payoff in the

T
game I(G,T) is given by the sum ) > m,(a‘).°

A behavior strategy combination b = (bj,---,b,)

t=1

determines

the realization probability

p(b,(a?,...,a7))

of each realization path (a!,...,a")

E

Al.

Then the payoff of player i for a behavior strategy combination b = (b,,--:,5,) is defined by

T

H,(b) = XO p(b,(a?,...,a7)) ze
where the first sum is taken over all realization paths.
defined in the same

The

Nash

The payoff functions for each subgame are

manner.

subgame

equilibrium

(2.4.1)

perfect

property

equilibrium

and

and

subgame

twisted equilibrium

perfect

property,

twisted

equilibrium

respectively,

require

for every

the

subgame

['(G,T-t) with history 6[t] for t = 0,...,T-1.
The

following

theorem

shows

that

if

the

component

game

G

is

WA

strictly

competitive, then the finitely repeated game I'(G,T) is SPWA strictly competitive.
Theorem 2.4.

Let G be a WA

strictly competitive game in normal form and let ['(G,T) be the

finite T-fold repeated game of G.

Then [(G,T) is SPWA strictly competitive.

Since the prisoner’s dilemma

is WA

strictly competitive,

the finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma is an example of an SPWA
It is a consequence

competitive,
2.1.A),

the

of Theorems

then the repeated game
repeated

game

[(G,T)

54 realization path (a. . a?)

is also WA

a unique

Nash

theorem shows

game

strictly competitive.
equilibrium

payoff

is WA

From

vector

can be regarded as an endpoint of extensive game ['(G,T).
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that

strictly competitive game.

2.3 and 2.4 that if the component

[(G,T)
has

the above

(a

strictly

Theorem
fortiori,

a

unique

subgame

perfect

equilibrium

payoff

vector).

No

matter

how

large

the

number

of

repetition is, the equilibrium payoff vector is unique and the average of the payoffs coincides with
the equilibrium

payoffs

finitely repeated game.

of the component

game.

This is contrasted

Benoit and Krishna (1985) proved a

to some

recent result on a

finite version, of the well known folk

theorem for an infinitely repeated game, that almost every individual rational payoff vector of the

component game is sustained as the average payoff of a subgame perfect equilibrium realization
path

in

a

finitely

equilibrium

payoff

repeated

game

vectors.

In

if the

our

case,

component

game

this

folk

finite

has

at

theorem

least
does

two
not

distinct
hold,

since

Nash
the

component game has a unique equilibrium payoff vector.
Remark.

Theorem

2.4 can be extended into the following form: If a component game is an SPWA

strictly competitive

extensive game,

strictly competitive.

the T-fold repetition of the component

game

is also SPWA

The proof of this extension is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem

2.4 given below.
Proof

of Theorem

combination

2.4:

Since

s = (s,,---,5,)

G

which

is w-almost
is both

strictly

Nash

and

competitive,
twisted

G

has

equilibrium.

a mixed
Define

strategy

a behavior

strategy combination b = (6,,---,b,) so that b; assigns s; to period 1 and also s; to every possible
history in period t (t = 2,...,T).
both a subgame

perfect equilibrium and a subgame

condition (2.2.1) is satisfied.
behavior

strategy

It is straightforward to verify that this strategy combination is
perfect twisted equilibrium in [(G,T).

Thus

This argument implies that for every subgame of ['(G,T), there is a

combination

which

is both

a subgame

perfect

equilibrium

and

a subgame

perfect twisted equilibrium in the subgame.

Now

we prove condition

(2.2.2) for ['(G,T)

by induction

on the game

tree from

the

minimal subgame to the entire game ['(G,T).
Observe that every minimal subgame of I'(G,T) is the component game G itself.
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Since G

is WA

strictly competitive,

every minimal

subgame

is SPWA

strictly competitive.

Hence every

minimal subgame has the unique Nash equilibrium payoff vector (v,,°-:,v,,) by Theorem 2.1.A)
and Theorem 2.2.

Consider any subgame I” of [(G,T).
and has a

history 6[k].

is SPWA

strictly competitive with its value vector ((T- k)v,,---,(T-k)v,,).

, subgames

We make

Suppose that the subgame I’ starts at period k < T

the induction hypothesis that every maximal subgame

I's are game theoretically isomorphic

subgame

from

I’ by replacing

every

maximal

subgame

is WA

strictly

equilibrium
equilibrium

((T-

Ty is also

WA

strictly

k+1)v,,---,(T-k+1)v,,),

payoff in I’.

competitive.

which

As already seen, every subgame

is also

Hence

the

Ij

unique

has a behavior

I” of I'(G,T),

the set of subgame

- twisted equilibrium payoffs.

perfect equilibrium

Thus every subgame I’ of I(G,T)

has

Since G

the

subgame

strategy

which is a subgame perfect equilibrium and subgame perfect twisted equilibrium.

subgame

((T-

The difference game I), is the same

except the addition of (T- k)v,; to each player i’s payoff in G.

competitive,

payoffs

We define the difference game

I” of I’ by the payoff vector

k)v,+7,(a),--+,(T-k)v,,+7,,(a)) at the node a where [” starts.
as the component game G

Since all maximal

(subgames after period k), they have the unique

perfect equilibrium payoff vector ((T- k)v,,---,(T-k)v,,).

I’, obtain

I” of I’

unique

perfect

combination

Hence for every

payoffs is included

in that of

is SPWA strictly competitive, a

fortiori, T(G,T) itself is SPWA strictly competitive. 0

2.4.2

Weakly Unilaterally Competitive Games
Kats

and

Thisse

strict competitiveness

(1992)

gave weakly

for strategic form

unilateral competitiveness

games.

In this section,

as a generalization of

we extend

weakly

unilateral

competitiveness to extensive games, and prove that a two-person weakly unilaterally competitive
extensive game is SPWA strictly competitive.
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An

extensive game

[ is is said to be weakly unilaterally competitive iff for each i€ N and

all b,, 6; € B, and all b EB

That is, if an unilateral change of one player’s strategy increases his payoffs, then it decreases
weakly the other players’ payoffs.
The

above

definition does not require subgame

that the definition implies subgame perfection.

perfection,

but

the next

theorem

shows

Thus it becomes comparable with SPWA

strict

competitiveness.

Theorem 2.5. A) If an extensive game [ is weakly unilaterally competitive, every subgame I’ of
is also weakly unilaterally competitive.
B) Every two-person weakly unilaterally competitive game

[ with perfect recall is SPWA

strictly

competitive.©

In

the

two-person

case,

since

any

strictly

competitive

game

is weakly

competitive, Theorem 2.5.A) implies that every strictly competitive game is SPWA

unilater.

y

strictly

Figure 2.4.1
Player i is said to have perfect recall iff for any two information sets u and v of player i, if a node
y € v comes after a choice c at u, every node x € v comes after the same choice c.
perfect recall iff every player has perfect recall.
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The game [ is

said to have

competitive.

The classes of those games are strictly nested.

strictly competitive

but not weakly unilateral competitive.

The game in Figure 2.4.1 is SPWA
Indeed,

(R,(r,r)) is the only subgame

perfect equilibrium and is also the only subgame perfect twisted equilibrium, i.e., this is SPWA
strictly competitive, but is not weakly unilaterally competitive. ?

The strict inclusion relationship

between the class of strictly competitive games and that of weakly unilaterally competitive ones is

shown by Kats and Thisse (1992).

Proof of Theorem

2.5 A):

Let

I’ be a subgame

of [.

Let

b"=

(bj,---,6")

combination where the root of I’ is reachable with a positive probability.
combination

once.

is ensured

by the assumption

be a strategy

The existence of such a

that any play intersects each information set at most

Let B;(I’) be the behavior strategy set of player i for subgame I” and B_,(T’) a: B j(P").
ji

Consider any bj, b

€ B,(I’) and 6_; € B_,(I’).

from b; by substituting

We denote strategies q’ and q’ which are obtained

6; and 5‘ for the corresponding part of 6” in [’.

Also we denote q_, as

the strategy obtained from 6°; by substituting 6_; for the corresponding part of 6”, in I”.
Since [ is weakly unilaterally competitive,

(2.4.2) and (2.4.3) hold for q', qj and

q_;.

Since (49,9.;) and (q/’,q_;) are identical to 6” except on I’, and since I” is reached with a positive
probability

by

(q3,q.;)

the subgame I’.

"Kats

and

(q/,q_;),

the

above

inequalities

are

evaluated

by

expected

payoffs

Therefore we have

H:(b;,b.,) > Hi(b’,b,) implies H’,(b/,b_;) < H',(b!,b_;) for all j # i;

(2.4.4)

H(b1,b_;) = H’(b’,b_,) implies H',(b1,b_;) = H',(b!,b_,) for all j # 4,

(2.4.5)

and

Thisse

(1992)

provided

another

class of games

called

unilaterally

competitive

games,

where (2.4.2), with strict inequality on the right hand side, becomes a necessary and sufficient condition.
two-person

for

unilaterally

competitive

game

is weakly

unilaterally

competitive

However an n-person unilaterally competitive game may fail to be SPWA
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and it is SPWA

strictly competitive.

Every

strictly competitive.

where

H'(b',b.;)

is the

induced

payoff

to the

subgame

I’.

This

means

that

I” is weakly

unilaterally competitive.
B):

We

show

that

every

subgame

perfect

equilibrium

of

a

two-person

competitive game IT is also a subgame perfect twisted equilibrium.
with

perfect

recall,

there is a subgame

subgame perfect twisted equilibrium.

perfect

equilibrium

Thus [ is SPWA

Let b be a subgame perfect equilibrium.
induced

strategy

pair on I’ by b’ =

(5,,6,).

6 of [.8

weakly

unilaterally

Since [ is an extensive game
Here

this becomes

also a

strictly competitive.

Consider any subgame I” of [.

Since b’ is a Nash equilibrium

We denote the

of I’, we have, for

i= 1,2,

H;(6’) > H;(6;, 65)

for all 6’ € B,(I’)

where j is the opponent to player i.

(2.4.6)

Since I’ is weakly unilaterally competitive, (2.4.6) along with (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) implies that
Hi(b') < H5(67,6')
This shows

that

6’ is a twisted

for all 6! € B;(I’).
equilibrium

subgame perfect twisted equilibrium of T.

2.5

of I’.

(2.4.7)
Since this holds for any subgame

I’, b is a

O

Concluding Remarks
In the parallel manner

strictly competitive
example

games”

to an SPWA

can be defined using other refinement

is the trembling-hand

competitive game is_

strictly competitive game, the other class of “almost

concepts.

perfection concept due to Selten (1975).

One

prominent

A perfect WA

strictly

defined by substituting trembling-hand perfection for subgame perfection in

8Nash (1951) gives the existence of a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies.

This together with Kuhn’

(1953) theorem and its converse implies the existence of a Nash equilibrium in behavior strategies.
obtain the existence of a subgame perfect equilibrium.
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Using this, we

(2.2.1) and (2.2.2).

The three assertions of Theorem

2.1 are still valid for perfect WA

strictly

competitive games with the replacement of the subgame perfect equilibrium in Theorem 2.1 by
the perfect equilibrium.
The expectation
class of “almost

strictly competitive”

that the class of SPWA
games.

that the adaptation
games

of a stronger refinement

concept

is not necessarily

In section

true.

yields a narrower
2.3, we showed

strictly competitive games is included in that of WA strictly competitive

But there is no inclusion relationship between the class of perfect WA strictly competitive

games and that of WA strictly competitive games.
not perfect WA

strictly competitive.

On the other hand, Example 2.5.1 is perfect WA

A

5 , 5

0,5

B

5 , 0

1,1

strictly competitive.

This game

Example 2.5.1

has only one perfect equilibrium point

(B,B), which is also the only perfect twisted equilibrium point.
competitive.

However,

strictly

B

A

competitive but not WA

Example 2.3.1 is WA strictly competitive but

Hence this is perfect WA strictly

(A,A) is an Nash equilibrium but not a twisted equilibrium, which means

that it is not WA strictly competitive.
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Chapter Ill
Segregations, Discriminatory Behaviors, and Fallacious Utility
Functions in a Festival Game with Merrymakers
This chapter is based on Kaneko and Raychaudhuri (1993)

3.1.

Introduction
We

consider segregation, discriminatory

of a game

called

different

groups

behaviors

that

the festival game

or classes
people

with

merrymakers.

are separated

behave

badly

behavior, and prejudices in a recurrent situation
Here

as results of their own

against

people

of some

people develop beliefs toward people of some other groups.?
such

segregation

and

discriminatory

segregation

behaviors

possibly

other

means

choices,

that

and

groups,

and

people

of

discriminatory
prejudices

that

Kaneko-Kimura (1992) showed that

occur

in the

solution

concept

called

a

stable convention without assuming prejudices as basic components of the model, where people of
different

groups

may

be treated differently for the reason of nominal

differences between

them.

Their purpose was to show such a possibility but not to investigate fully the relationship between
segregation and discrimination,
and

modify

in
discrimination

their model.

this chapter
exhibited

which is our first purpose.

In this extended

model,

many

For our purposes
segregation

patterns

, we do not consider institutional segregation and discrimination.
by

individuals

and

segregation

induced

by

such

discriminatory

(1985, pp.88-92) for the distinction between these types of segregation and discrimination.
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we need

to extend

are possible,

We

behaviors.

and

consider only
See Marger

segregation,

if ever

occurs,

would

always

be associated

with

discriminatory

behavior.

We

also

consider implications of these results for the emergence of fallacious beliefs and prejudices, which
is our second purpose.
The

players

in

the

festival

game

distinguished only with their ethnicities.

are

classified

into

several

ethnic

groups

and

are

They are substantially identical as subjects in the sense

that they have identical strategy spaces and payoff functions, while they are distinguishable with
ethnicities only as objects of observation by other people.

These nominal differences are sources

for possible segregation and discriminatory behaviors.

The recurrent situation we consider is as follows:
Sunday.

the players have festivals on every

On every Sunday, each player chooses either to go to one of festivals or to stay at home.

If he goes to a festival, say, f, then he observes the configuration of ethnicities of participants in

festival f, and then decides to behave in either a friendly or a hostile manner.
game

of each Sunday

Thus the festival

has the informational structure -- it is an extensive game.

The payoff to

him is zero if he stays at home, and is given as the mood of festival f if he goes to festival f,
where

the

mood

is determined

participants in the festival.

by

the

difference

between

the numbers

of friendly

and

hostile

After each Sunday, a player who was in a festival would observe the

mood of the festival as well as its ethnicity configuration.

The definition of the festival game of

one

game

Sunday

is given

in Section

3.2.

We

describe

the

situation,

using

the

standard

terminologies, from the outside observer’s viewpoint, but assume that each player is ignorant of
the structure of the game, which becomes necessary later.
Although
results
without

of this

we consider

paper

can

the recurrent

be obtained

situation

in Nash

of the festival game,

equilibria

for the festival

the main
game

of one

considering possible repercussions occurring in the entire recurrent situation.

equilibrium

realization

paths

in

the

festival

game
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of one

Sunday

are

theoretical
Sunday

The

characterized

by

Nash

the

following:

1) players of different ethnicities may

go to different festivals;

ethnicity either go to one festival or stay at home; 3)

players of several ethnicities may go to one

festival; and 4) if one goes to a festival, one behaves in a friendly way.
all go to one festival or stay at home;

different festivals.

2) all players of each

In some Nash equilibria,

in some others, people of different ethnicities may

go to

In either case the players of each ethnicity still behave as one unit, but may be

segregated from the players of other ethnicities.

=>: discriminate against
=a

WwW

rtrrarrrerartrtl

=>

re lh SS

B

Fes.1

=>

Y

~

Fes.2

Fes.3

Figure 3.1.1
When segregation ever occurs in a Nash equilibrium, some discriminatory behaviors could
be found.

Discriminatory

behaviors are built in equilibrium strategies: if a player tries to enter a

larger festival from a smaller one, the participants of the larger festival observe his presence and
some of them respond to behave in a hostile manner.

This phenomenon

occur when the festival of a deviator is larger than that he goes to.
the

minimum

number

of discriminators.

We

interpret

does not necessarily

In each case, we characterize

this characterization

as implying

that

segregation of ethnic groups of similar population sizes more likely occurs than that of groups of
different

sizes.

An

discriminate against

against

people

example

is illustrated

people of ethnicities

of Y and

B, respectively,

in

Figure

3.1.1,

where

B and Y, and some

but not against
33

some

people

in Festivals 2 and

people

of W.

Here

in

Festival

3 discriminate

the minimum

1

numbers of discriminators in B and Y against Y and B are much smaller than that in W.

These

subjects will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Our second purpose is to consider the emergence of fallacious beliefs and prejudices.
this purpose,

we

need

Nash equilibrium.

to clarify

the epistemic

assumption

on players

is assumed to be ignorant of the structure of the game.!°

and

other

of

to his deviations from

his stationary

In this interpretation, each player

Instead, he has learnt the reactions of

state by making

trials and

past; such experiences enables him to behave optimally in the Nash sense.
his

the interpretation

We adopt the interpretation of Nash equilibrium that a Nash equilibrium is a

stationary state in the recurrent situation of the festival game.

the other players

and

For

players’

behaviors

based

on

such

experiences.

In

this

errors in the

A player thinks about
case,

he

may

develop

fallacious beliefs and prejudices.
To
more

make

the

above

interpretation

of Nash

equilibrium

and

the

epistemic

assumption

precise, we need the theory of stable conventions of Kaneko-Kimura

( 1992).1?

The theory

of stable conventions gives a specific assumption of the relevant knowledge to the behavior of each
player.

Although

the theory of stable conventions considers the entire recurrent situation of the

festival game,!? it will be shown in Section 3.4 that the central part of stable conventions is, in
fact,

captured

concentrate

on

by

Nash

Nash

equilibria

for

the

festival

equilibria but associating

game

of one

the assumption

Sunday.

given

Therefore

by the theory

we

will

of stable

conventions.

For the consideration of the emergence of fallacious beliefs and prejudices, we consider
two doctrines called subjectivism and
10 bach player is also assumed
recurrent situation.

retributionism for individual thinking, in addition to the

to be interested in stationary

payoffs but not in transitory payoffs in the

A more precise description will be given in Section 4.

11k aneko-Kimura
(1987), for its coherence.

(1992)

modified

the

original

definition

of a stable

convention,

In this paper, we use their modified definition of a stable convention.
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given

by

Kaneko

results of Section

Subjectivism

3.3 and

the epistemic

consists of two

parts:

assumption

(*) people may

given

by the theory

of stable

have different individual

conventions.

tastes and

their

different behaviors in the same circumstance are reflections of such differences in their tastes, and

(**) the reasoning is based on one’s individual experiences.
epistemic

assumption

subjectivism,

This view is compatible with the

for an individual player in the theory of stable conventions.

we discuss the emergence

of fallacious utility functions:

Based on

a player develops the view

that segregation may occur because people of different ethnicities have different utility functions,
though

the players have,

Retributionism
and

if one

subjectivism

is formulated

causes
and

as (*+**): anybody

unhappiness

for

some

retributionism,

we

discuss

discriminatory behaviors.

3.2.

in fact, identical utility functions from
should

other

not cause

people,

then

the emergence

unhappiness

he

should

of prejudices

be

for other people,
punished.

From

as a rationalization

of

We discuss these subjects in Section 3.5.

A Festival Game with Merrymakers

A festival game is played on every Sunday.

The festival game of each Sunday is given as

a triple T = (N,{Z.},{h;}), where [ forms an extensive game.
set, where n is intended to be large.
fore

the objective point of view.

First, N = {1,2,....n} is the player

The player set N is partitioned into N reo,

with |Ne|

> 2

=1,...,/, where | is the number of ethnic groups and | N,| the number of players in ethnic

group N,.
121,

All Players are substantially identical as decision makers but are distinguished only
the repeated

game

approach

to a recurrent situation associated

with Nash

equilibrium or other

refinement concepts to a recurrent situation, the recurrent situation is first formulated as a large one-shot game
and then Nash equilibrium is applied to this large one-shot

being planned by each player from the ez ante viewpoint.
of the entire game.

In this case, Nash equilibrium is interpreted as

This requires each player to know fully the structure

An apparent difficulty is that for problems of a large society, by making such an assumption

we loose a characteristics of a large society.

For detailed and related arguments,

(1987), and Gilboa-Matsui (1991).

°

game.
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see Kaneko

(1987), Binmore

with their ethnicities as objects of observation by other players.!*

There are | places for festivals,

with which we identify festivals.
On every Sunday, each player makes two consecutive choices.
either to stay at home or to go to one, say f, of the festivals.
0 and ot

=f, respectively.

denote by (1,0?)

First, each player i chooses

These choices are denoted by oi =

If player i chooses to stay at home, he does nothing further, which we

= (0,0).

If he chooses to go to festival f, then he can observe the configuration

of ethnicities in the festival, i.e., whether or not at least one player of each ethnic group is in the

festival.
player

i

Formally,

when each player j € N chooses

5 from

observes

the

festival

ethnicity

configuration

of

{0,1,...,/} and i chooses festival f,
f

defined

to

be

the

J-vector

Sop = (8. -(1),.. 8A):
6.(e)

for e =

1,...,1.

=1

ifs. =f

= 0

;
otherwise

for someie€ Ny
(3.2.1)

This implies that player i can distinguish neither the identity of each participant

nor the number

of the participants of each ethnic group in the festival.

Observing

the ethnicity

configuration of the festival, player i chooses to behave in either a friendly or a hostile manner.
Friendly and hostile behaviors are denoted by 1 and

~— 1, respectively.

a function assigning 1 or —1 to each ethnicity configuration Sor
of player i to be a pair oO. = (o

Thus the second choice is

Formally, we define a strategy

12
i?7j ©) satisfying:

i) of € {0,1,....1}; and
ii)

if of

= 0, then o?:== 0;

and if ai

=f>

1, then o: 2 is a function from {(sj,...s5p):

8; € {0,1,...,l} for all j € N and s, = f} to { — 1,1} with the requirement that & > = B16
imply o*(s) = o%(s! ).
13 although
interpreted

as

races

we

use

the

or national

word
origins.

“ethnicities”
They

can

to
be

distinguish
interpreted

characteristics such as genders, educations, income levels, etc.
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groups
also

of

people,

as societal

the

classes

word

need

determined

not
by

be

other

When
at

ai = f> 1, the domain of the second function o? is the set of n-tuples of choices of staying

home

or going

to a festival,

but

the

additional

function on the ethnicity configuration of festival f.
player i by x,

and

the product

&,x---x2Z,

requirement

implies

that a?

is actually

a

We denote the set of all such strategies for

by L.

For any

o € X, ifs=o!

= (o4,...,04),

we

denote Bor by &of

When

o = (¢},...,0,) € XL) X-+:x Ly is played, the realization path p(o) = (p1(c),p2(c))

is defined by

pi(o) = (pi(0),... eh (o)) = 0! = (ot,....04); and
p*(a) = (p2(0),... pe(o)) = (02(0),... o2(o4)).
If player i stays at home,

(3.2.2)

the payoff is zero, and if player i goes to a festival, then his payoff is

given as the mood of the festival.

The mood is determined by the difference between the numbers

of friendly and hostile people in the festival.

Specifically, when

the players choose strategies ¢ =

(0 1,--0p), the mood m,(c) of festival f is defined;

mie) = u Y> p%0)),

(3.2.3)

1_

where

yp is a monotone

assumptions on 4 mean

increasing

function

pu(1)

<

that only one player is not enough

mood p(|N|) is better than staying at home.

h(o)

with

0 and

p«(|N|)>0.

The

to enjoy a festival, and that the best

The payoff function h:(a) is defined on & by

=

0

if 0; = (0,0)

=

mc)

if of =f >1.

Since we use only the ordinal properties of payoff functions, we may identify mo)
dr itself where dp =

—

additional

(3.2.4)
= u(dy)

with

p2(c), unless we compare u(de) with the payoff (0) of staying at home.
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The

concept

of Nash

equilibrium

standard way; o is a Nash
o.=

(o},.. Fi pap:

strategy.

for the festival game

of one Sunday

equilibrium iff for all ie N, h(o) > h:(o_;,0%)

.0,)-

is defined in the

for all o: € X., where

Thus, ino = (71). ...%,), no player has an incentive to change his

The following 0,1,

. afr are nonsegregating Nash equilibria:

0, = ((0,0),...,(0,0)) -- every player stays at home; and frisa strategy n-tuple with
o(tr

= ((f,1),...,(f,1)) -- every i chooses festival f and behaves friendly -- for f = 1,...,l. (3.2.5)

In fact, there are other segregating Nash equilibria, which will be discussed in Section 3.3.
The

knowledge

Nash

assumption

actually played.
equilibrium

as

interpretation

structure

equilibrium

is

of the structure

often

interpreted,

of the game,

as being

associated

with

calculated

before

In this paper we do not adopt this interpretation.
a

possible

stationary

is associated

of the game

knowledge

concept

relevant

to

with

(e.g.,
his

the

state

in

the epistemic

the

recurrent

assumption

rules of the game,

behavior

only

from

his

even

that

situation
each

in

common

the game

is

Instead, we interpret Nash

the player

experiences

the

the

of

the

player

set),

game.

This

is ignorant

of the

but

past.

has obtained

Here

we

should

emphasize the difference between the knowledge of a player and that of the outside observer.

The

theory

this

of stable

convention,

interpretation more explicit.

which

is the

subject

of Section

3.4,

is needed

This will be crucial in Section 3.5.

Another, more technical but related, remark on Nash equilibrium is:

is an extensive game but does not have a proper subgame.
(Selten (1975)) is equivalent to Nash equilibrium.
not

require

each

player

make

Particularly, Theorem 3.4.C states that Nash equilibrium appears as

a stationary state of a stable convention.

do

to

to

behave

friendlily

The festival game [

Thus subgame perfect equilibrium

Nevertheless, some reader may wonder why we
in

a festival,

since

behaving

friendlily

“dominant strategy” in the information set defined by an ethnicity configuration of a festival.
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is a

To

justify

this treatment,

we need

again

the theory

of stable conventions.

There

we assume

that

each player is interested in stationary payoffs but not in transitory, and hostile behaviors appear
only in transitory states (i.e., off-equilibrium paths).
For the entire recurrent situation, we need to introduce the observation capability of each
player on the outcome of the festival game of each Sunday.

3.3

This is defined in Section 3.4.

Segregation Patterns and Discriminatory Behaviors in Nash Equilibria
First we give a condition for Nash equilibrium realization paths for the festival game of

one Sunday,

and then give a characterization

of Nash

equilibria of the game.

We

consider the

implications of these results for questions such as when segregation occurs more likely.

3.3.1

Segregation Patterns in the Festival Game

Theorem 3.1.
(Al):

if ri

Let r = (17),...,7,) be a Nash equilibrium in the festival game T.
=f >

Then

1 for some i € N, then mr) > 0;

(A2): if r} = f> 1 for some i € Ng (e = 1,...!), then 7} = r =f and p*(r) = p(r) = 1 for
all j € Ng.
Conversely,

for any strategy n-tuple 7 satisfying

(Al) and

(A2),

there is a Nash equilibrium

F = (T),.-47y) with p(t) = p(r).
This

theorem

states

that

in a Nash

equilibrium,

(Al)

if a festival

has at least one

participant, then it has, in fact, enough participants to have a nonnegative mood; and (A2) every
member

of the same

ethnicity

goes

to the same

festival and

behaves

friendly.

statement allows the members of several ethnicities to go to the same festival.
described above are realization paths in a Nash equilibrium.

From

second

Conversely, those

the second statement, the

mood of the festival is described as mo) = p(|{i € Neri = f}!) = w ¢ &

o
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The

ej)

; |Ne])=

In

the

case

where

the

number

/ of ethnic

groups

is

two

with

yp(|Nj,|)>0

#(| Nol) > 0, there are three types of nonsegregating Nash equilibria 0,1, and 2
player stays at home

in 0,

and every player goes to festival f in f, (f =

1,2).

and

where every
In addition to

these three, there are six types of segregating Nash equilibria, which are described as:
1) all players in Ny go to festival 1 and all in No go to festival 2;

and 1’) the symmetric one;

2) all players in N, go to festival 1 and all in No stay at home; and 2’) the three other symmetric

ones with respect to festivals and ethnicities;
In the first two types, the players of each ethnic group have a segregated festival, and in the
second four, the players of one ethnic group have a festival and the others stay at home.

In the

case where (| N,|) > 0 but u(| No|) < 0, there are two segregating Nash equilibria, described by
2), besides three types of nonsegregating ones.4
In the case where |= 2, u(|N,|) >0

and

Segregation of type 2) is possible even when|N,|

w(|No|)

> 0, a Nash equilibrium with the

is much smaller than

|No|.

In this case, the

majority (in terms of number) ethnic group No fails to have a festival, but the minority ethnic
group

N l succeeds

minority
1985)).

in having

is defined almost

a festival.

independently

According & to the sociology Sy usage,
usag

In the sociology

literature,

the concept

of majority-

of the majority-minority

of population

(cf., Marger

the ethnic group
group Nj)
N,

the majority

form

in the festival

game; a typical example was found in South Africa.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.

Suppose that r = (Tj,...,7,) is a Nash equilibrium in the festival game I.

If m,{(7) < 0 for some festival f with ri

staying at home.

= f for some i € N, player i can improve his utility to 0 by

Thus m,{T) > 0 for any festival f > 1 with ri

=f for some iéN.

Thus (Al)

holds.

14This

correspond

to the model of Kaneko-Kimura

detail.

.
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(1992),

though

there are still many

differences in

Now

we

prove

(A2).

Suppose

that ri

contrary, that ry =f’ #f for some] E Ny.
m,(T) > my(7).

=f>1

Let f/ >1.

for player

i€ Ng.

Suppose,

on

the

Without loss of generality, we can assume

In this case, player j can enjoy the mood

,(|{i € Neri = f}}+1)

by going to

festival f, since the players in festival f do not observe the presence of j because of the existence of

player i and do not change their behaviors.
i.e., player j can improve
same

way

This mood is better than m,(7) = u(|{i € Nir} = f})),

his payoff, a contradiction.

In the case of ff = 0, we can prove in the

that player j can improve his payoff by going to festival f.

Thus

ri = ry =f.

The

last statement, p?(r) = p?(r) = 1 for all } € Ng, comes from the fact that his contribution to the
mood affects positively his payoff.

Consider the converse.
follows:

Suppose that r satisfies (Al) and (A2).

Define ¢ = (7),...,7y) as

for all i€N,

tlarl and

72(s)=1

ifr}

= -1

=f and 8 -=8¢

ifri=fand&,#8,

0

(3.3.1)

ifr, = (0,0).

This states that every player who goes to festival f behaves friendlily but would behave hostilely
as soon as a stranger comes.
(3.3.1).

This 7 is a desired Nash equilibrium.

Indeed, p(T) = p(7) by

By (Al), mr) > 0, of the theorem, no player has an incentive to go home if he is in

festival f.

By (A2) and (3.3.1), once a player goes to a different festival f, the mood

festival f becomes

negative since every players behaves hostilely.

to go to a different festival.

of the

Thus a player has no incentive

O

In the Nash equilibrium

7 in the above proof, every player in each festival behaves as a

discriminator when a stranger ever comes in the festival.

When, however, a player comes from a

larger festival to a smaller one, the players of the smaller festival need not discriminate against

him, since such a deviator returns

sooner or later to his own festival.
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It is needed that only when

a player

comes

from

a smaller

festival

to a larger

one,

he will be discriminated

against.

We

discuss this aspect in more details in the next subsection.

3.3.2.

Characterization of Nash Equilibria

The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a Nash equilibrium.
We denote the number of players

| {i¢€

Neri

= f}|in festival f by nd).

Note that in a Nash

equilibrium 7, the mood of the festival m,(r) is given as u(n7)) by (A2).
Theorem 3.2.

An n-tuple r = (r},...,7,) of strategies is a Nash equilibrium if and only if (A1)

and (A2) of Theorem 3.1 holds and for any o; E y; and j € N;

0);
(B1): : ififri=
T= f'>1, o; = f>1,f#f and nr) > ne(T)s then my(7) > m7 _5,0;);
(B2): a if T= (0,0), oF 1 =_ f > 1 and (7) > 0, then 0> m7 503):

Only when

segregation occurs, (Bl) and (B2) become nontrivial.

Suppose that there are

(at least) two festivals f and f’ with nonnegative moods and festival f is larger than (or equal to)
f’, and that player j who is currently in the smaller festival f’ tries to enter the larger festival f.
Then

(B1)

states that

the resulting

original mood my(T) of festival f’.
When

m7 _ 5,75)

of festival f becomes

not

better

than

such a trial.

may

These

the

Thus player j does not have an incentive to go to festival f.

there is some festival f with a nonnegative mood and some players are staying at home,

player staying at home
make

mood

try to enter festival f, but (B2) guarantees no incentive for him
two requirements

are sufficient to guarantee

to

no incentive to deviate,

since any player does not want to go from a larger festival to a smaller one or to home.
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a

=>: discriminate against

Fes.1

Fes.2

Fes.3

Figure 3.2.1

In the above argument for (B1) or (B2), some players in festival f must react to behave in
a hostile way to have the inequalities m»(7)
in

festival

f observe

the

presence

consequently m»(7) > mT 5,03).

> meT_),03)

of deviator

j, some

or 0> med T_;,05).

In (B1), the players

of them

behave

to

hostile,

and

In (B2), the same happens when a player is presently staying

at home tries to enter to a festival with a nonnegative mood.
as discriminators.

react

We call the players to react hostile

See figures 3.1.1 and 3.2.1.

We now describe the minimum numbers of discriminators in the festival f under a stable
convention

(1,7).

First, we define the set of discriminators

in a festival f against players of

ethnicity e by

D(r:fje) = {i¢ N: r/ =f and p2(r 530%) =-1},
where j € N, with ry #f but oF =f.

ethnicity e when he comes to festival f.
against

players of different ethnicities,

(3.3.2)

The players in this set discriminate against any player of

Different players in festival f may become discriminators
i.e., the set D(r;f,e) is dependent

inequalities of (B1) and (B2) are described as
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upon

ethnicity e.

The

ID(rsf,e)] > [(n@(7) — np(7))/2] +15

(3.3.3)

|D(rsf,e)1 > E(ng7) —n)/2] +1,

(3.3.4)

where [x] is the maximum
u(ng) <0.

We

can

Suppose (7) — Np)

check
=4.

integer not greater than x and n, is the maximum
that

these

inequalities

correspond

to (B1)

Then the right-hand side of (3.3.3) is 3.

and

integer satisfying
(B2),

as follows.

If one player in festival f

changes his behavior from friendly to hostile, then the mood of festival f decreases by 2. Thus the
mood of festival f decreases by 6 by three players’ changes to hostile behavior but deviator j’s can
increase

it by

1 behaving

u(n 7) —6+1)=

friendly.

Consequently,

u(ne(7) ~l)< u(ne(r)).

In

the

the

resulting

same

way,

mood

we

m¢7_}17})

can

verify

is given

that

as

(3.3.4)

corresponds to (B2).
Consider some implications of (3.3.3) in more detail.

It states that the minimum number

of discriminators is given at least as one-half of the difference of the numbers of the participants

of festival f and of f’. When two festivals f and f’ are of similar sizes, (3.3.3) implies that a small
proportion of players of a larger festival need to be discriminators (Festivals 2 and 3 in figure
3.1.1).
figure

On the other hand, when one festival is much smaller than the other (Festivals 3 and 1 in
3.2.1),

a larger

proportion

against those in the smaller one.

people

of the

participants

of a larger

festival

Thus, if there is a general tendency

(of different ethnicities) to become

discriminators,

need

to discriminate

of constant proportions of

the above requirement

of minimum

numbers of discriminators is more likely satisfied between ethnic groups of similar sizes.

If the

requirement is not satisfied between two festivals -- larger and smaller ones, the people in the
smaller festival could be assimilated into the larger one.

Therefore segregation would occur more

likely between groups of similar sizes.

Proof of Theorem
Theorem

3.A.

3.2.

Consider

Suppose that 7 is a Nash equilibrium.
(Bl).

If ry =f >1,

0; =f{f
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Then

(Al) and (A2) hold by

and nd7) > np),

unilateral utility

Maximization

implies

mT)

> mT _j»0;)-

In

(B2),

unilateral

utility

maximization

implies

0> mAT_j7})Suppose that 7 satisfies (Al), (A2), (Bl) and (B2).
stays at festival f’, i.e., rf =f’.
different festival.

Consider the case where player j

He has two possible deviations: 1) to go home, and 2) to go toa

His payoff would decreases by (A1) if he goes home.

to a different festival f.

Let M(7) > mT).

Suppose that player j goes

In this case, even if all the participants in festival f

behave friendlily with his presence, then he would not enjoy the mood more than m(7).
M(7)

<m,(7).

by (B1).

In this case, the resulting mood of festival f is md7_j,7;3)

In the case where player j stays at home, i.e., T=

Let

is smaller than mT)

(0,0), his equilibrium payoff is zero.

If he goes to festival f with a nonnegative mood, then the resulting mood become nonpositive by
(B2).

Thus he does not have an incentive to go to any festival with nonnegative mood.
Theorem

O

3.2 requires nothing when a player in a larger festival goes to a smaller one.

This implies that even though we change a Nash equilibrium o = (¢},...,7)) to (4. .40)) so that
the players of a smaller festival do not react to the presence of a player from a larger one, the

strategy n-tuple (04 .-40p) remains Nash equilibrium.

In this manner, we eliminate all possible

redundant

reactions from a Nash equilibrium.

The resulting Nash equilibrium r = (7},...,7,) satisfies

(B3): if ry =f>1, a; =f>1,£¢f and nr) <np(r), then P(r h.0}) =1 for
all i with ri =f.
That is, if a player comes from a larger festival to a smaller one, no players in the smaller festival
react to his presence.
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3.4.

Theory of Stable Conventions
The concept of a stable convention is defined in the recurrent situation where the festival

game

[ has

been

and

will be

played

repeatedly,

illustrated

as ....I,P,T,

.....

We

formulate

a

stable convention as a pair (1,7) in this recurrent situation, where r = (rj,...,r,) is an n-tuple of
response functions rT; from
state with

respect

the state space

to r, i.e., r(r) = 7.

© to the strategy

These

r and

space x.

and

7 describe players’

7 € » is a stationary

behavior

patterns.

The

theory of a stable convention has the following basic postulates: (a) each player is ignorant of the

structure of the game;
patterns,
action

(b) to learn the reactions of other players prescribed by their behavior

each player makes

and

interested

waits

only

until

in

the

stationary

trials and errors (with small probabilities);
reactions

states;

of other

(d)

the

people

become

behavior

patterns

he changes,

stationary;

are

stable

(c)

each

against

deviations; and (e) the behavior patterns are stable also against trials and errors.

fixes his
player

is

strategic

We formulate

these postulates as three requirements, called Acyclicity, Strategic Stability, and Absorbability.
First, we specify the observation capability of each player about the outcome of the game

of each Sunday.

We assume that a player i who was in festival f would observe the mood of the

festival as wel] as the ethnicity configuration of festival f, but not what happened in the other
festivals.

This observation capability is described by an information partition a, (i= 1,....n).

Each a, is a partition of the state space © into subsets of © so that any two states o and o’ in
each subset are indistinguishable for player i, where o and o’ are said to be indistinguishable for

player i iff
o. = a: = (0,0) ; or

a = i

= £21,8,¢=

& 4, and mo) = mo") .

We denote the subset in a, containing o by a,(c).
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(3.4.1)

A response function r; of player i is one from the state space X to the strategy space L;
with the requirement that a,(o)
observations

to strategies.

function r. may

= a:(o’) imply r.(o) = r(o! ).

Depending

upon

observations

Thus r, is actually a function from

on the previous state o, a response

revise a plan o; of contingent actions to r-(c).

tuple of response functions r = (Ty5-- sp)

A response

configuration is an n-

A stattonary state r € XL, with respect to r, is defined

by r(r) =f.
The first requirement, Acyclicity, is that if a player i fixes his strategy o, and continues
playing o,, 4 new stationary state o will be reached in a finite number of periods.

That is, there

is a finite m such that o = (r_;,0;)™(7) satisfies the following:
@ is stationary with respect to (r_;,0;),
where

i.e, 0 = (r_;,0,)™(7)

= (r,0,)™41(7),

(3.4.2)

(t_3,0;)™(r) =(1_;,0;)-...+(1_;,0;)(7) and o; is regarded as the constant response function

with value o;.

This ensures that basic postulates (b) and (c) work together.

We call this new

stationary state o the deviant stationary state induced by o;, which is denoted by A[(r,r);0;].
number m

The

is intended to be small.

We say that player i can improve upon the stationary state 7, by fixing his strategy to C;,
iff

ho) >h(r)

and

o = A((r,7);0;].

(3.4.3)

Not that player i is interested only in the newly created stationary payoffs but not in transitory
ones

from

postulate

the
(c).

original
The

stationary state r.

stationary

requirement,

payoff
Strategic

h;(r)

to

Stability,

deviant
is that

stationary
no

player

payoff
can

h.(o),

improve

which
upon

is
the

This represents postulates (d).

For the last requirement, Absorbability, we define the reachable region.
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We say that a

state o € L is reachable from

the stattonary state

tT by a unilateral deviation o.€ x. of a player i

iff

o =(r;,0,)"(r)
Reachability

means

that

other players might

player

for some positive integer m.
i changes

react, and after m

unilaterally reachable region (r,7) = U

iéN

his strategy

periods,

from

(3.4.4)

T, to o; and

continues

the resulting state is ¢ = (r_,,0;)™(7).

some

(3.4.5)

The reachable region ®*(r,r) includes also the states which are reachable

states in @(r,7),

and

is the entire space of the states

Absorbability

states that every state in ®(r,7) is absorbed

periods,

there

i.e.,

The

for i = 1,...,n;

$* (1,7) = {rk(o): o € &(r,7) and k is a nonnegative integer}.

from

C:,

®;(r,r) and reachable region *(r,7) are defined by

®.(1,7) = {o: o is reachable from 7 by a unilateral deviation of player i}

Note ®(r,r) C ®*(r,7).

playing

is some

positive

integer

k such

that

which

the players

experience.

by the stationary state r in some
rk) =7T

for all o€ @(r,7).

This

corresponds to postulates (b) and (e).
Summarizing these definitions, a stable convention (r,7) is defined as follows:
Definition:

A

pair

(1,7)

of a response

configuration

r and

a stationary

state

7 for r is called

a

stable convention iff
(Acyclicity): there is a finite m such that for any i€ N and o-€ x, (r_;,0;)™(r) is stationary
with respect to (r_;,0;), i.e., (r_,,0;)™(r) = (r,,0,)™*1(r);
(Strategic Stability):

no player can improve upon the stationary state 7;

(Absorbability): there is a finite k such that for any o € ®(r,7), rK(o) =T.
In Absorbability, we can use either &*(r,r) or ®(r,7).
Postulate

(a) is not explicitly reflected in these three requirements
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but is very basic.

If

each

knows

the structure

unnecessary too.

of the game,

postulate

(b)

becomes

unnecessary,

which

makes

(e)

By postulates (b) and (e), experiences of an individual player together with the

rule-governed behavior give relevant knowledge to behave optimally in the given social context
(r,r).

Nevertheless,

each player is still ignorant of the structure of the game, e.g., other players’

utility functions, the number of players, etc.

A related remark
strategy.

Each

irrelevant.

This ignorance is crucial in Section 3.5.

should be given on the definitions of a response function

player has experienced

only the states in $*(r,7);

Thus it should suffice to define r and r on ®*(r,r).

and

the states outside ®*(r,r)

of a
are

Defining a response function over

the entire state space © and a strategy as a complete plan is, in fact, of a presentational purpose.

When

we take this way, we should regard two stable conventions (r,r) and (?,7) as identical iff

they behave in the same way over the realizable paths, i.e.,

Art| (r 4.0,)™(r)]) = Ail (€,0))™)])

for allo, €;,i€Nandk,m>0.

(3.4.6)

Thus the domains of a response function and of a strategy should be regarded as those realizable
paths.

The (minimum) numbers m and k given in Acyclicity and Absorbability are intended to
be small.
with

the

If they are large, we have some difficulties in the association of our basic postulates
formal

requirements.

For

example,

reactions of the other players by making trials.
make trials.

it is more

difficult

for each

player

to learn

Also, it may happen that two or more players to

Thus it would be desirable to have smaller m and k.

To isolate stable conventions

with smaller m and k from ones with larger m and k, we consider the lengths of absorptions.
turns out that it will not lose much

The
rk(g) = 7

mazimal

absorption

and rk-1(,) #7

the

to confine us to stable conventions

length for a stable convention

for some o € *(r,7)},
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It

with m = k = 1.

(r,r) is defined by max{k > 1:

where 19(¢) =o.

We

say that (r,7r) has the

property of immediate

absorptions iff the maximal

for all o € @*(r,7), which implies r(7_3,9;) = 7

absorption length is 1.

for any o.€ xi, i.e., if player i deviates from T; to

g;, the other players do not revise their strategies.
interesting

structure,

the

conditions,

which

discussed

is

essential
in

parts

Although this looks too simple to allow an

of stable

Section

In this case, r(o) = 7

3.6.

conventions
Also,

stable

can

be

obtained

conventions

with

under

this

immediate

absorptions correspond to Nash equilibria of the festival game of one Sunday.
Theorem 3.3.

A pair (r,7) is a stable convention with immediate absorptions if and only if

(C1)

(7_j,03)

=r

for all o; € e; and j} EN;

(C2)

+r =(7},...,7)) is a Nash equilibrium.

In this case, &*(r,7) = ®(r,7) = YU sie)
Proof.

(Only-If): Suppose

implies that r(T7_;,0;)

and ®;(r,7) = {(7_,,0;): 0, € 2} fori

that (r,r) is a stable convention

N.

with immediate absorptions.

=r for all o.€ xy; and i€N, which is (Cl).

This

This implies that if a player i

continues playing o;, the others respond to his strategy according to 7; in the same way on every
Sunday.

Hence (7_;,0;) is the deviant stationary state induced by o;.

Hence h(r_;,0;) < h,(r) by

Strategic Stability, which implies that 7 is a Nash equilibrium in the festival game of one Sunday.

(If):

Suppose that (r,r) satisfies (C1) and (C2).

continues

deviating

from

Condition (C1) implies that even if a player i

7, to o;, all other players respond

to this deviation

according

to 7_;.

Thus (7_;,0;) is the deviant stationary state induced by ¢;, and thus ®.(1,7) = {(7_;,0;):0; € &;}.
This implies Acyclicity.
®(r,7) =

Also,

h;(7_;,0;)

<h,(r)

by (C2),

{(7_,,0;):0, € Z;}, (C1) ensures Absorbability.

Theorem

which

is Strategic Stability.

O

3.3 ensures that Nash equilibrium for the festival game of one Sunday suffices

for the consideration of implications of stable conventions with immediate absorptions.
important

to

Since

remark

that

each

player
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i

has

experienced

only’

Here it is
states

in

@*(r,7)
= @(r,7) = U

iéN

®.(1,7) =

capability in his perspective.

3.5.

8)

1

{(7_,,0,):0; € Z:};

€

only

those

are

up

to

his

observation

Fallacious Utility Functions and the Emergence of Prejudices
In a stable convention

with

immediate

absorptions,

the experiences

of an individual

player are divided into two categories: (1) ones when he makes trials to enter different festivals,
i.e., Ones in ®.(r,7); and (2) ones when

he follows the stable convention

deviate from it and come to his festival from other festivals.
consider

how

each

individual

player

thinks

about

or

but some

other players

In the following two subsections, we

interprets

his

experiences

and

players’

reactions in these two cases.

When
may

have

one

various

finds some

other

people

types of reasoning

to behave

for such

differently

different

in the same

behaviors.

Reasoning

circumstance,

he

often observed

is

(hedonistic) subjectivism formulated as:
(*)

people may have different individual tastes and their different behaviors are reflections
of such differences in tastes;

The

(+*)

the reasoning is based on one’s individual experiences.

pure

version of this view

is extreme,

but often people

have

reasoning when they do not know the structure of the society.1°

a tendency

Condition (**) is compatible

with the postulates for the theory of stable conventions, but (*) may
discussed

in Subsection

3.5.2.

In Subsection

3.5.1,

we

consider

of this type of

not be so, which case is

implications

of subjectivism

15This view is related to the relativism of value judgments: value judgments are personal and values are
not comparable over people.
is often

regarded

Meiland-Krausz

It does not necessarily involve (*#), but is related in the ultimate sense.

as desirable

(1982)).

As

since it allows

is discussed

people

to be

in this section,

consequences.

.

ol

tolerant

however,

for different

behaviors

it sometimes

induces

of other

socially

Relativism
people

(cf.,

undesirable

together

with

our

previous

results

for stable

conventions

with

immediate

absorptions

(Nash

equilibria) in the case of individual experiences of category (1).
In Subsection 3.5.2, in addition to subjectivism,

we also consider another doctrine, which

we call retributtontsm, formulated as:

(***)

anybody should not cause unhappiness for other people (should not harm other people),
and if one causes unhappiness for some other people, then he should be punished.

People often have a tendency

precautionary.'©

to accept this idea as a principle of justice -- literally retributive or

Subjectivism

is a cognitive

Subjectivism only makes an explanation
but

retributionism

fallacious

view,

dictates

but

some

may

but

retributionism

is a moral

one.

of or helps the understanding of individual experiences,

action

retributionism

doctrine

to a player.
further lead

Thus
to some

subjectivism
bad

may

behaviors

lead

to only

to people

a

of other

ethnicities or to the rationalization of actions already taken.

3.5.1

Experience-Based Utility Functions!’
Suppose that player i is in festival f in the stationary state (i.e., Nash equilibrium)

r.

If

he goes to a larger festival f’, then he meets hostility, becomes reluctant and Joses an incentive to
go to festival f’.
festival

presence.

ff only

Even

Looking into the structure more carefully, we find that he observes the mood of
when

he goes

he does

not

there,

know

but

that

does

not

he was

know

what

the

discriminated

mood

against

could

be

in festival

without

his

f’; in his

16 although we call this doctrine retributionism, our argument does not need a modification even if we
interpret it as precautionary.

17. similar idea is found in Gilboa-Schmeidler

(1992).

Nevertheless, the point of their research is on

the decision theory based on individual experiences, but not on the fallacy of individual subjective thinking in a
social situation.
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perspective, he regards festival f’ simply as less attractive than his festival f.

Then he might

wonder why players in festival f’ do not come to festival f instead of going to the “less attractive”
festival f’.

reason.

If he considers this problem from the view of the entire society, he might find the true

If, however, he follows subjectivism, he would think that the players of festival f’ could

enjoy that mood
the information

of festival f’, because

“they have different tastes”

available for player i, he cannot

entire society.

Here we assume

tell which

on ethnicities.

is true, even

According

if he thinks about

to
the

that player i follows subjectivism, and see what implications are

derived.

Suppose that (1,7) is a stable convention with immediate absorptions (recall that 7 is a
Nash

equilibrium).

In

this

®.(r,7) = {(7_,0;): o-€ x}
consider

the realizable

case,

domain

of

the

experiences

from the objective viewpoint by Theorem

paths

{(0,0)} U({1,..40} x {1,- 1})

the

given

by states in ®.(r,7)

from his perspective.

That

by

(3.4.6),

of

3.3.

player

i is

given

by

Since it suffices to

the domain

is effectively

is, player i chooses either to stay at

home -- (0,0), or to go to a festival f and behave in a friendly or hostile manner -- (f,1) or (f, ~ 1).
The

contingency

ethnicities,

of general

but

for

o;

is necessary

the

for

player

reactions

i’s

to

trials,

the

presence

of players

non-contingent

of other

behavior

(f,b) € {(0,0)} U({1. vol} x (1, — 13) is sufficient.
Once player i chooses (f,b), he observes the mood

the end of the festival.

of festival f induced by his presence in

Thus he associate this observed mood with his behavior (f,b).

Thus we

define the experience-based utility function uF over the domain {(0,0)} u({1.. wal} x {1,- 1})

UF(E,b) = h,(r (fb)

for all (f,b) € {(0,0)} U({0,1,...!} x {1,-1}}

(3.541)

Following subjectivism, player i evaluates each festival by its mood experienced by himself.
evaluation is described by the utility function UF (fb).
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by

This

It follows immediately from Theorems 3.3, 3.1, 3.2 and (3.5.1) that

(D1) if pi(r)=f>1, then UF(f,1) > UF(£,b)

for all (f',b) € {(0,0)} U({0,1,.. 8} x {1,-1})

(D2) if p,(r)
= (0,0), then UF(0,0)
> UF(f,b)

for all (F7,b) € {(0,0)} U({0,1,.. !} x {1, — 1}},

These state that player i chooses festival f and behave friendlily or to stay at home as if the
choice is made by maximizing his utility function uF.

Based on subjectivism, player 1 concludes

that he maximizes his utility function uF.
Although

player

i does

not

know

the

utility

functions

uP

of other

players,

he

can

conclude, based on subjectivism, that other people choose their festivals by maximizing also their
utility

functions.

They

may

choose

different

festivals

because

“they

have

different

utility

functions”.

The experience-based

utility function uF

gives the true utility (payoff)

value to each

action of player i, but it is a fallacious view that players have different tastes on festivals

different ethnicities and each chooses his best festival.
would
people

have

If players follow this view, the society

no problem -- the present situation could be optimally chosen by all players.

ignore

the

true

discriminated against.

reason

why

some

players

with

cannot

enjoy

some

festivals

--

Those

they

are

A player following subjectivism, however, does not doubt the fallacious

view, since this view is logically consistent with his experiences (and is simple).

This
revelations

conclusion
of preferences.

has

a

critical

Since

implication

individual

for

perceptions

some

literature

of their

fallacious, we (theorists) should be cautious about such considerations.

own

of

economics,

preferences

might

e.g.,
be

The neoclassical approach

to discrimination (Becker (1957), Arrow (1972)) may be also in this fallacy in that it starts with
the utility functions of some economic agents depending on ethnicities, which might be fallacious
utility functions in the above sense.!®
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3.5.2

Retributionism and the Emergence of Prejudices
Here

we

consider

the experiences

of an

individual

player

in the

second

category:

ones

when he follows a stable convention but some players deviate from it and come to his festival
from other festivals.

Suppose that player i is in festival f and that a player j of ethnicity e comes to festival f
and

then

the

bad

mood

is induced.

associates the induced mood
other people.
maybe

A moderate

including himself,

An

extreme

subjectivist

thinking

is that

player

i just

with the presence of a stranger without thinking about reactions of
one is that player

i finds the hostile reactions

to the presence of stranger j.

of his fellow

In this case, according

players,

to subjectivism,

player i thinks that his fellow players behave hostilely since “they do not like the stranger of
ethnicity e”.

In either case, player i regards the stranger as causing the bad mood.}®

To visualize the above argument, we describe it in terms of a utility function.

Let (r,7)

be a stable convention with immediate absorptions (7 is a Nash equilibrium), and let player i be
in festival f in (r,7), i.e., ri
ES,=
Player

=f>1.

{e : e=1,...,1 and 6 e)
i has

experienced

each

In this case, the domain of ethnicities of strangers is given as

=0}U {9}, where 6 means that no stranger comes to festival f.
of these

ethnicities

for

time

to time.

Whenever

stranger j of

ethnicity e comes to festival f, player i experiences the mood m¢7_;,(f,1)) induced by stranger j of

1845 far as the view of an individual agent is concerned,

this may

objective of a research is to investigate consequences of such an assumption,

be fallacious.

Nevertheless, if the

the research could be free from a

fallacy.
Werrictly
the stranger makes

speaking, player i experiences two utility levels when the stranger comes to his festival, since
trials to behave either friendlily and hostilely.

These two utility levels are not significantly

different, since the reactions of the players in festival f are constant and the number of players is assumed to be
large.

Therefore we ignore the difference in the induced mood of festival f.
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ethnicity e.

We denote this relationship by uf,

UM)

This

means

that

whenever

= ma7_;,(f,1))

if e € ES; and e # 8

= mr)

ife = 9. 70

player

presence of stranger of e, and

called the conditioned utility function, i.e.,

i observes

ethnicity

e, he

(3.5.2)

associates

CD) with the situation of no stranger.

utility

uL(e)

with

the

Based on subjectivism, in

either case where player i is an extreme subjectivist or is a moderate one, he concludes that the
bad mood eC)

is caused by the presence of a player of ethnicity e, i.e., ul(6)

> ue).

Suppose that player i behaves as a discriminator when player j comes to festival f from a

smaller one.
“causal”

In this case, the utility level changes from

relationship between

the presence of player j and

this finding, he reaches the belief, based on retributionism,

or should deserve a bad treatment.

ul)

to UC(e).

the induced

Player i finds the

bad mood

UL (e).24

By

that the stranger should be punished

This belief can be called a prejudice in the sense that it

dictates a specific attitude toward people of some ethnicities based on the fallacious view.

Here

prejudice emerges as a rationalization of his discriminatory behavior.
This argument is described in terms of a utility function under the assumption that if one
takes a morally

right action,

then

he would

of ethnicity e gives a positive utility.
conditionally upon ethnicity e € ES»,

feel a satisfaction -- hostile behavior

That is, we define utility function UR

against

a player

|e) over {1, —1},

by:

UR(~1je)>UR(1
le) if US(e) < ULL).

(3.5.3)

20This is not a utility function in the standard sense, since it does not contain a decision variable.

2A scrictly speaking,
mood.

Since

the number

player i may

notice

of players is assumed

that he himself is partially responsible for the induced bad
to be large, his behavior is insignificant for the entire mood.

Thus we can assume that player i regards the presence of player j as the only cause of the bad mood.
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This

utility function

describes

prejudicial

attitudes

toward

ethnicities.

We

call this uk

the

rationalizing utslity function.

It is allowed
people may

in a Nash

equilibrium

described by Theorems

behave as discriminators against different ethnicities.

implies that if people want

to be consistent between

3.1 and 3.2 that different

The above argument,

however,

their beliefs and behaviors, the same people

would be discriminators against various ethnicities.?”
Nevertheless, those people need not develop negative beliefs toward strangers from larger
festivals.

Indeed, in a Nash equilibrium with (B3) of Section 3.3 where a stranger from a larger

festival is not discriminated against at all, the presence of a stranger from a larger festival keeps
the mood

of the festival almost

unchanged.

larger festival as a “good (or not bad) guy”.

In this case,

a player

i regards a stranger from

a

Following subjectivism and retributionism (modified

in the positive direction), he is regarded as good and should not be discriminated against.

Thus a

discriminator

toward

has

a

tendency

to

develop

prejudices

toward

minority

people

but

not

majority people.
If player i is not a discriminator, but if he follows subjectivism and retributionism,

he would
festival.

eventually

conclude

that he should

behave

hostilely

to a stranger

from

then

a smaller

In this case, subjectivism and retributionism make him a discriminator, but not as a

rationalization of the behavior already taken.
In

either

case

where

a player

is a discriminator

or is a non-discriminator,

arguments imply that subjectivism and retributionism reinforce discrimination.

the

above

It is important,

however, to notice that the above arguments are based on the supposition that discrimination has
221¢ some players respond more sensitively to the induced bad mood
small change in the mood

less sensitive ones.

but others do not, then more sensitive players might

In this case, the sets of discriminators

respect to set theoretical inclusion.
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against

different

than others, i.e., some respond
easily become

discriminators

ethnicities must

be ordered

to a
than

with

already existed in social conventions.

The above arguments do not imply that subjectivism and

retributionism themselves always induce the emergence of prejudices, but that they induce the
emergence if discrimination has existed in social conventions.
The above derivation of prejudices, perhaps, corresponds to the case of Active Bigots (AllWeather

Illiberals)

--

these

people

do

not

hesitate

to

turn

their

prejudicial

beliefs

into

discriminative behavior when the opportunity arises -- of Merton’s (1949) classification of people
(see also Marger

(1985)).

Merton

(1949)

gave

other

three

types

discriminatory behavior and covert prejudicial beliefs, for example,

discrimination ts normative

in the group or community,

by

combinations

Fair-Weather

of overt

Liberals -- when

those people abide by these patterns of

behavior even though they may harbor no prejudicial feelings toward members

of the target group.

These include other attributes of people such as propensities of conformity to socially prevailed
patterns.
of

To explain such behaviors, we may need to consider some cognitive and moral attitudes

people

in

addition

to

subjectivism

and

retributionism.

It

is

an

open

problem

of

great

importance whether Merton’s classification is derived from some cognitive and/or moral attitudes.

3.6. Stable Conventions with Nonimmediate Absorptions
As we pointed out in Section 3.4, stable conventions with nonimmediate

less important
with

immediate

than ones with immediate absorptions.
absorptions

form

absorptions are

Here we argue that stable conventions

the central part of possible stable conventions

with respect to

their realizations, though some with nonimmediate absorptions describe interesting phenomena.
First,

we

assume

the

following

condition

on

a

stable

convention

(1,7):

for

o= (7_;,(6,1)) andj € N with r(o) = o’,
6 of = &-¢ implies pi(o') = pi(r) and

p2(0') > p2(r)
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for all i with pi(r) = f.

(3.6.1)

any

This

states

ethnicity

that

if one

player j comes

configuration,

convention

the

with immediate

does not require much

players

and

behaves

in festival

friendly

f do

not

in festival

change

their

f without

strategies.

absorptions satisfies this condition in a trivial sense.

since one player’s contribution to the mood

changing

A

its

stable

This condition

is almost negligible in a large

society (or because of the modified retributionism in the positive direction).

Under this condition,

we can prove that a stable convention with nonimmediate absorptions yields the same segregation
result as Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.1*.
(Al):

if ri

(A2): if ri

Let (r,r) be a stable convention satisfying condition (3.6.1).

Then

=f> 1 for some i € N, then m,(7) > 0;
= f>1 for some i€ N, (e = 1,...,/), then ri

= ry =f and p?(r) = pe (r) = 1 for all

JENg.
To

obtain

the

analog

of Theorem

3.2,

we

need

another

assumption

on

a stable

convention (r,r): for any o = (.0))*(7), jEN, o; € Xi, positive integer k, any f = 1,...,l,
if, for all i, ri
This

states

that

= f implies o} = f, then |{i € N: ris
f, p(t) # p(o)} | #1,
i

if player

j deviates

from

his T;

to o;

(maybe,

of # f, rt # f) and

(3.6.2)
continues

playing os festival f may be affected eventually, but if all participants in festival f remain in f
under o, the number of original players in festival f playing different strategies from 7 under ¢
zero or more than one.

is

Since the population of each ethnic group is assumed to be large, this

assumption excludes very special cases.

In a stable convention, reactions prevent possible deviations in general, but some may not
play such roles.

We

regard such reactions as redundant.

If a stable convention

(1,7) has a

reaction to a certain deviation but it is changed into (f,7) so that it does not respond to that

deviation but if (7,7) remains still a stable convention, then the original stable convention (r,7) is
a9

said to have a redundant reaction.

Formally, a stable convention (1,7) has a redundant reaction

iff there is a deviator j € N and oi€ e such that (1-i) p(T 103) # p2(r) or (1-ii) (7_5,05) ZT
and (2) the pair (f,7) defined by the following (6.3) and (6.4) is a stable convention; for all i € N,

portland

#2%(s)=72(r!)
= 12s)

t;(w)

=

us

=r(w)
Conditions

if a:(w)

=

ifs, =f and &,-= 87 ,o;)f
ifs, =fand 6 -# 87 ,.0)f ; and

(3.6.3)

ai(7_j,73)

ifa(w)# a;(7_},03)-

(1-i) and (1-ii) mean,

(3.6.4)

respectively, that some player i # j respond within the Sunday,

and that he responds through his reaction function r; on the following Sunday.

A pair (?,7) is

constructed so that such reactions are eliminated.

Note that the realization path of r is not affected by this change, i.e., p(r) = p(7).

If

(f,7) has still a redundant reaction, we can find another stable convention defined by (3.6.3) and
(3.6.4) from (f,7).

Thus we obtain a stable convention (r’,r’) without redundant reactions from

original (r,r) by repeating this procedure until (r’,7’) has no redundant reaction.
The following lemma, which will be proved in the appendix to Chapter 3, states that in a
stable convention with no redundant reactions satisfying (3.6.1) and (3.6.2), no player responds to
any deviation in the second stage of the festival game.
Lemma 3.6.1.

If (r,7) is a stable convention with no redundant reactions and satisfies conditions

(3.6.1) and (3.6.2), then (7 _50;)

= 7 for any o;

€ y; with oj = } andj EN.

Thus it suffices to consider deviations of players in the first stage in the festival game.
This

implies

considered.

that

the same

possible deviations

as in the case of a Nash

equilibrium

Those are classified into the three cases corresponding to (B1),
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should

be

(B2) and (B3) of

Section 3.3.

Hence we obtain the following analog of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.2*.

Let (r,7) satisfy conditions (3.6.1) and (3.6.2).

Then (r,7) is a stable convention

with no redundant reactions if and only if (A.1) and (A.2) holds and for any oj E a and jeEN,

(BL)#y

se
1 _= f'>1, v=
1_ f>1,f4¢f and mfr) > my(7), then m(T) > m¢Al(r,7):05]);
«q.l):
ifr;

(B2*)*)

if:

(B3*)

if r} =f'>1, o} =f>1, fff and mr) <

_=

(0,0), oF 1_= f and m,{r) > 0, then 0 > mAl(r,7),03]); .
my(T), then ri(e(r 1,03)

= 1 for all i with

rT 1_
=f.

Thus a stable convention with general absorptions has a similar structure as that of a
Nash equilibrium of the festival game of one Sunday, described by (B1), (B2) and (B3).
difference

between

absorptions
some

is in discriminatory

players

immediate

stable conventions

in

the

absorptions.

festival

with

behaviors.

may

leave

immediate

absorptions

In the latter,
there,

instead

when

and

ones with nonimmediate

a stranger

of showing

The

comes

hostility

Consider a two ethnicity society with pu(n,) >0

as

to a festival,
in

ones

and u(ng)>0.

with

The

following is a stable convention, which is very different from one with immediate absorptions:
a)

Every player in N 1 goes to festival 1 and behaves friendly, and every player in No stays at

home;

b)

If a player in No appears in festival 1, then no player immediately changes his behavior; but

on the following Sunday, every player, except the “messenger”, say, 1 € N), goes to festival 2, and

player 1 remains in festival 1 until the deviator disappears.
c)

Once the deviator goes home, the messenger goes to festival 2 to “inform” of his fellow players

that the deviator disappears (here it is needed that the difference in the mood
observed).

This

stable

by his addition is

Then every player goes back to festival 1 and have a friendly festival.

convention

has

an

interesting structure

but,

in general,

stable conventions

nonimmediate absorptions require too specific responses and behaviors for some players.
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Appedices

Appendix

to Chapter 2

Proof of Lemma

2.3.3:

Let

x,

be

the

by b* and

difference

node

corresponds

to

bf, the strategy combination

[,

and

for a strategy

combination

6 of [T we denote,

restricted to T, and TQ,

respectively.

We also use the notation H4( -) and HAY -) for the payoff to player i in I, and T,,

respectively.
(only

if):

Let

[Ty be WA

strictly competitive.

First,

we show

equilibrium payoff vector v where v is the value vector of [j.

common Nash and twisted equilibrium of [.
and hence it is WA

[ has

a unique

Nash

Let 6 be a Nash equilibrium of I.

If p(x,;6) > 0, then b* is a Nash equilibrium of I ;, by Lemma 2.3.2.
(1961), b4 is also a Nash equilibrium of I.

that

From Lemma 2 of Aumann

Hence H?(b?) =v, =H,(b).

Next we will show a

This proves that I satisfies both (2.2.1) and (2.2.2)

strictly competitive.

Next, let b¢ and b* (k=1,--+,m) be the common Nash and twisted equilibrium of I, and
I’,’s, respectively.

Clearly

b = (b%,

b!,--.,6™) is Nash equilibrium of [.

We

now show that 6 is

also a twisted equilibrium of [.

Suppose that b is not a twisted equilibrium of [.

exists t_, such that H;(6;,f._;)

H,(b) for some player i.

H*(b* c*)

>

HE (bf, b*.)

<

for all & =1,...,.m.

Let

re

be

Since b¥ is a twisted equilibrium of I’,
the

difference node x,, the outcome of I’, when CHt'~4
t*.) is played.
to player

i if all players

play

(b7,t4,)

in re.

Clearly

payoff to player i if all players play (b¢t-3tt.) in Ty.
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That is, there

game

where

we

attach

Denote, by Hi4(52,¢4),

at

every

the payoff

H!4(b¢ ,t2.) will be at least as big as the

Hence we have,

H4(b4)
= H,(b)
> H,(b,,t.,)
= Hf4(b7,t4,)
> H9(%,t4),
which

contradicts

the fact that

6? is a twisted equilibrium

in [y-

Hence

6 is both a Nash

equilibrium and a twisted equilibrium of I.
(if):
vector

Let T be a WA
v.

respectively.

Let

b and

strictly competitive game.
g* (k =1,...,.m)

Then I has a unique Nash equilibrium payoff

be a common

We will show that b? is a common

Nash

and

twisted

equilibria

of [ and

I,,

Nash and twisted equilibrium of Ty.

Construct a strategy combination b for the game I in the following way:

b? = b?

b* = b* if p(x,;b) > 0
= q®

otherwise.

First, we show that b is a twisted equilibrium of [ by contradiction.
all i. Suppose that there exists ¢; such that H, (5)

Note that H,(b) = H,(b) for

>H, i(b;, t_;) for some player i. That is,

H,(b) = H,(b) > Y olxgs bist.) HE C@F tS) + CX a(xgs byt) HEE),
where the first sum is taken over all k such that p(x,;b) =0 the second sum is taken over all k
such that p(x,;b)>0.

Since qé is both a Nash equilibrium and a twisted equilibrium of I, we

have,

X (xy; 5,,t.,) HE(aFA) + XO p(xys bjst.;) HE(OE.A)
> Lolxs bt.) HE(a*) + X olxys by t.,) HE(OE A)

> Lolx,; bt.) HEF) + DS p(xps byt.) HEHE A),
which contradicts the fact that b is a twisted equilibrium of [.
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In a similar way we can also show

that 6 is a Nash equilibrium of I.

Next we show that b4(=64) is both a Nash equilibrium and a twisted equilibrium of Tj.
Again

from

Suppose

that

Lemma
b¢

is

2 of Aumann

(1961)

not

equilibrium

a

twisted

H4(62,t4,) < H4(b%) for some player i.
the construction of 6.

= H,(97,b*)

strictly competitive.

[,.

b? is a Nash

That

is,

there

equilibrium
exists

a

such

of Ty.
that

But H?(b?,t4) = H,(b7,b%;¢7,,6%,) and H?(b¢) = H,(b) by
< H,(6) which contradicts the fact that 6 is

Thus 6? is both a Nash equilibrium and a twisted equilibrium of Ty.

Since for any Nash equilibrium
H4(q?)

of

Hence we have H,(67,b*;t7.,6*,)

a twisted equilibrium of [.

that

one can see that

=

q? of [., we can construct a Nash equilibrium

v,, the Nash

equilibrium

D
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payoff of Ty is unique.

(q4,b*) for T such
Thus

Ty is WA

Appendix to Chapter 3
Proof of Lemma

3.6.1. We show that t(7_}505)

=7

for any o; with oF = rh.

Assume

o? #

2.

State (7_j505) is derived in two ways: (a) player j follows his response function Tr but o; is induced
by some deviator d’s deviation; and (b) o; itself is a deviation.

is (7.9),

In case (a), since the present state

the original deviator d has already returned to his ry and only player j is playing o;

different from 7}.
If T= (0,0), then o} = 7} implies
Consider any player i.
which implies ti(7 5:93)
who

If ri
=T -

# Hy player i receives the same

friendlily in r.

j
= rl.

Let ri

play strategies different from

different from 7}.

OF = Tp which is impossible.

information

Recall from (A.2) of Theorem 3.1* that player j behaves

His deviation is to change his friendly behavior to hostile one.

to player j’s deviation,

we can

eliminate

such

reactions

keeping it be a stable convention, a contradiction to that (r,7)
redundant reactions.

Hence 1i(7_j»%})

as a.(r),

is impossible since only j is playing o;

players in f do not react at all to this deviation, his payoff is worse off.
f respond

a;(7_}17})

In case (a), by (3.6.2) there are at least two players i

T; in festival f, which

Consider case (b).

Suppose oF = ry > 1.

=7,.0
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by

Even if the other

Hence if some players in
(3.6.2)

and

(3.6.3)

while

is a stable convention with no
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